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Floringo – Your partner

Terry Catalogue 2023 – best choice for your specific use!

 
Dear customer,
 
we proudly present to you our revised terry catalogue as your guidance through our professional terry linen portfolio. For better 
orientation, we have categorized the catalogue into product lines. This way, you
 
– can better recognise which towels, bathrobes and bath mats belong together, e.g. for bathroom furnishings.

– can choose precisely according to use and sector, budget and level of equipment.

– get profound information on sustainable properties and certificates.
 
Your requirements for customization are just as important to us. For this reason, we offer standards with options for individual 
colors and have added suggestions for optimal individualizations. 
 
We are dedicated to your satisfaction. Our team members are happy to receive any new inquiry any time.

The directors of Floringo GmbH,
Bernhard Egner and Johann Geisslinger

HIGHEST PROFITABILITY – DUE TO 30% MORE WASHING CYCLES.
Due to Floringo's own yarns and fabrics, seams and cuts.

 
HIGHEST COMFORT – WE SUPPLY EUROPE'S BEST HOTELS

Hotel guests, passengers on cruise liners and consumers

are enthusiastic – even after years!

 
FULL-SERVICE-LOGISTICS – INCLUDING A COMPREHENSIVE NETWORK
On-time and worldwide delivery, including customs clearance services.

 
UNIQUE STORAGE CAPACITY – RETRIEVAL OPTION FOR CUSTOMERS
With finished goods warehouse in Southern Bavaria and warehouse 

for unfinished terry at the production plant in Turkey.

 

CAPABLE MANUFACTURER – WITH INDIVIDUAL COUNSELLING ON SITE  
We develop with you and produce for you the optimal terry product.

 
SOPHISTICATED QUALITY MANAGEMENT – SINCE 1999

DIN ISO 9001:2015 – with detailed specifications for each product

 
FAIR PARTNERSHIP – CONFIDENTIAL, WITH RELIABLE PRICING
We are your supplier with solid values and commercial virtues.

 
SUSTAINABILITY – EVERY STEP OF THE WAY

Our responsibility applies ecologically, socially and economically.

Why Floringo? 
Because:
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We stick to our promises – 
evidence and facts:

Give us a try! 
We look forward to working with you!
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We have been purchasing bath towels and robes from Floringo for several 
years, e.g. for hotels in the South Tyrolean region and as far as Lake Garda. 
As bidet, hand and bath towels we use series "Como", made from Opti-
mum-Soft yarn, which is a full success and now in stock at Floringo for 
immediate availability. This service is an additional, important competitive 
advantage for us.”
Ms. Bea Eccel, Lavarent Company

 Edition Hotels place great emphasis on stylistic harmony and modern 
character in their furnishing components. For this reason, the choice for 
bathrobes to the Edition Hotel Toranomon in Tokyo fell on model 511 by 
Floringo. The subsequent, easy going and trustworthy performance are 
further reasons, why we again chose Floringo bathrobes for the new Edition 
Hotel in Reykjavik.”

Chris Weitkemper, Senior Management Procurement, EDITION Hotels

 Company Federer in Austria supplies wellness resorts, sports and top hotels 
such as the "Bio-Hotel Stanglwirt" near Kitzbühel. The hallmark of this hotel 
is its rural tradition and high ecological standards. The owner reports that 
the guests are impressed by our towels and bathrobes that are used in the 
hotel. We highly appreciate this cooperation which has been established over 
15 years ago.”

Stanglwirt, Kitzbühel

 We have chosen Floringo as our supplier because the company is well 
recognized in the market for its high-quality terry linen and highly respected 
among laundries for its reliable partnership. The latter is of great importance 
to us. By our own experience, we too have listed Floringo as a preferred 
supplier and are pleased by the indepth advice. In this context, we have 
developed customized waffle terry bathrobes for the Hyatt Regency Zurich 
Airport which is already successfully in use.”

Hyatt Regency Zurich Airport The Circle

Our partner Floringo is a strong pioneer with its sustainable bathrobes, terry 
towels and Bath Mats. Floringo is also an excellent supplier for our GreenSign 
hotels. Floringo is committed to sustainability in a holistic and tangible 
approach. Floringo not only meets these criteria with Green Button 
certification but completes sustainability by the optimal use of cotton yarns 
due to an extremely long lifecycle. We are happy to recommend Floringo's 
products and appreciate an always competent and friendly cooperation.”

Mrs. Darlene Schwabroch, GreenSign 

With Floringo, we developed a logistical concept more than 15 years ago to 
supply AIDA cruise ships with large quantities of terry products at short notice. 
With this service profile, we were able to assert ourselves in a particularly 
tight, globally competitive environment. Equally decisive was and still is the 
high economic efficiency of the terry linen for AIDA, which is expressively 
appreciated by the passengers. Example: the recently launched model 570 
kimono bathrobe.”

Hendrik Saggau; Managing Director Saggau and Helmich

 I have been ordering your Best Print towels for many years. These mostly go 
to sports clubs, who wash them almost daily. I have often been told that they 
have never had towels that dry so well and last so long.”

Lex de Nooy, Managing Director De foto-dokter, textile printing company, 
Holland

 Walter Greif GmbH & Co. KG is a large-scale laundry with highly automated and 
particularly energy-efficient washing and drying processes. Great value is placed 
on reducing ecological impact factors: "For our textile leasing business, we rely on 
durable fabrics that can be used industrially. It is therefore of central importance 
for us to have short-term availability, a balanced price-performance ratio and 
convincing sustainability. These are the central reasons why Floringo GmbH is one 
of our long-term suppliers.”

Helmut Börner, Managing Director Greif

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“
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1. Fabric:
The use of ring spun yarns or premium  

blended fabrics produces a tear 
strength of well over 300 N.

4. Finishing:
AIRCO – for fluffiness and high 
 volume. Hydrophilic – for fast 

water absorption

5. Look and feel:
Fluffy feel and lasting softness for 
 maximum customer satisfaction

2. Side seams:
Double folded and sewn with a 

 durable double-stitched seam suitable 
 for institutional use

3. Design:
Stable, contemporary designs that 

are ideally suited for dryers

1. Fabric:
Maximum tear strength thanks 
to long-staple ring spun yarns 

for  terry bathrobes and selected 
 blended knit fabrics. 

3. Cut edges:
Double folded cut edges with seams 

suitable for institutional use

4. Side seams:
With overlock and pressed seam, 
 resistant and comfortable  on the 

body

5. Loops:
Double and sewn securely, for 

 individual belt heights

6. Belt:
Multiple stitching and 

 generous length

7. Label and hanger loop:
Wash-resistant woven label with 

size indication, separate elegant and 
firmly sewn terry hanger loop

2. Cut:
The dimensions correspond to 

 the size chart even after washing.   
Luxuriously comfortable, 

e.g.  with a raglan or full-body cut

>300N>300N

2

4
5
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Towels by Floringo –
Features for a special product

Important details for the big difference – on the skin and in the laundry 

Bathrobes by Floringo –
unique workmanship

Lasting comfort and long life cycle – thanks to top quality and workmanship
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ECONOMY - Line
The collection for energy- and price-conscious 

customers. Fast drying qualities which are 
dimensionally stable, durable and easy to 

work with. Many chlorine-resistant colors in a 
unique selection while increasing profitability 

with every wash and dry cycle.
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SSOOZZIIAALL..  ÖKOLOGÖKOLOGIISCSCHH..  SSTTAAATLICATLICHH..
UNABHÄNGIG ZERTIFIZIERT..

WIR FÜHREN PRODUKTE MIT DEM SIEGEL:WIR FÜHREN PRODUKTE MIT DEM SIEGEL:

UNternehmer FÜR UNternehmer
WIR engagieren uns!

WEB-BANNER (.PNG) / E-MAIL-SIGNATUR (.GIF) 
468 x 60 px

WIR SIND FÜR SIE DA!
Bei Fragen zur Verwendung und Einbindung in Ihrer internen und 
externen Kommunikation hilft Ihnen unser Service-Team gerne weiter: 
Tel.: +49 (30) 45 30 69 - 489    
E-Mail: unternehmernetzwerk@oxfam.de

LOGO
Größe anpassbar                             

IHR PAKET FÜR VISUELLE KOMMUNIKATION
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1.780 kg

566 kg

5 kg

190 KJ

11 kg

25.03.2022

Die durch Ihren Beitrag vermiedene Menge an CO2 entspricht der
Menge, die 1.780 m2 Wald in einem Jahr aus der Luft filtern.

Berechnungsgrundlage: Umweltbilanz Der Grüne Punkt, wissenschaftlich geprüft durch IFEU Heidelberg

Floringo GmbH
82395 Obersöchering

1.780 kg
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190 KJ

11 kg

25.03.2022

Die durch Ihren Beitrag vermiedene Menge an CO2 entspricht der
Menge, die 1.780 m2 Wald in einem Jahr aus der Luft filtern.

Berechnungsgrundlage: Umweltbilanz Der Grüne Punkt, wissenschaftlich geprüft durch IFEU Heidelberg

Floringo GmbH
82395 Obersöchering

Din ISO 14001



Recommended customizations

ECONOMY – Towels Waffle Terry
350 g/m² – in white on stock

for bath & SPA, haptically soft and optically pique, with carded Eco-Soft yarn

 Quality features Properties
design all-over waffle look, without border without distortion

yarn Eco-Soft, carded ring spun yarn exceptional tear strength

fabric single ply, 100% cotton high loop tensile strength

weight 350 g/m² before washing

seams double chain stitch on the sides stable and elastic 

finishing hydrophilic / Airco® instant absorbency / high volume

dyeing with optical brightener in blue true colors

washing up to 95° C tumble dry, chlorine reistant 

tolerance sizes and weights +/- 5%, colors +/- 10% shrinkage: approx. 5 – 9% in width, approx. 8 – 12% in length

Standard assortment – colors and sizes
Model
Size

Hand
50 x 100 cm

Bath
70 x 140 cm

Sauna
80 x 180 cm

Sauna sheet
80 x 220 cm

Packaging unit (PU) 60 30 25 18

Color description chlorine resistant           availability: on stock  (  ) or with minimum order quantity

007 white

Custom color from 500 from 250 from 250 from 130

 = Chlorine treatment possible. Please follow the handling instructions of the chemical manufacturer, as the fabric may be damaged otherwise.

Border woven motive

Customer color with banderole colored weft
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ECONOMY – Towels Block Stripes  
380 g/m² – chlorine resistant colors

summer style, in every color tone chlorine resistant

 Quality features Properties
design vertical block stripes no border, no distortion

yarn 100% cotton, carded ring yarn exceptional tear strength

fabric single ply terry, with dense ground high loop tensile strength

weight 380 g/m² before washing

seams double chain stitch on the sides stable and elastic

finishing hydrophilic / Airco® instant absorbency / high volume

dyeing white bleached , stripes in vat dyeing highest color fastness and durability

washing up to 95° C chlorine resistant

tolerance sizes and weights +/- 5%, colors +/- 10% shrinkage: approx. 5 – 9% in width, approx. 8 – 12% in length

Standard assortment – colors and sizes
Model
Size

Hand
50 x 100 cm

Bath
70 x 140 cm

Sauna
70 x 180 cm

Sauna
70 x 200 cm

Packaging unit (PU) 50 25 20 20

Color description chlorine resistant availability: on stock  (  ) or with minimum order quantity

I 715 white/blue from 3.150 from 1.650 from 700 from 600

I 745 white/sun yellow from 3.150 from 1.650 from 600

I 705 white/lagoon from 3.150 from 1.650 from 700 from 600

I 735 white/honey yellow from 3.150 from 1.650 from 700

I 780 white/sand from 3.150 from 1.650 from 600

I 795 white/graphite from 3.150 from 1.650 from 700 from 600

Custom color from 3.150 from 1.650 from 700 from 600

  = Chlorine treatment possible. Please follow the handling instructions of the chemical manufacturer, as the fabric may be damaged otherwise.

Overview colors Towel in I715 white/blue
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Recommended customizations

ECONOMY – Towels Eco-Star   
400 g/m2 – 13 colors on stock

chlorine resistant colors, large sauna towels for SPA 

 Quality features Properties
design hand towel and all larger sizes with woven stripes as border, small 

parts without border

distortion free design  

yarn 100% cotton, carded ring yarn exceptional tear strength

fabric single ply terry, with dense ground high loop tensile strength

weight 400g/m² before washing

seams double chain stitch on the sides stable and elastic

finishing hydrophilic / Airco® instant absorbency / high volume

dyeing white bleached with neutral optical brightener, 

colors vat dyed,

true colors

washing up to 95° C  tumble dry, chlorine resistant

tolerance sizes and weights +/- 5%, colors +/- 10% shrinkage: approx. 5 – 9% in width, approx. 8 – 12% in length

Standard assortment – colors and sizes
Model
Size

Hand
50 x 100 cm

Bath
70 x 140 cm

Large Bath
100 x 150 cm

Sauna
90 x 190 cm

Sauna.
90 x 220 cm

Gloves
17 x 22 cm

Soap
30 x 30 cm

Guests
30 x 50 cm

Care
50 x 50 cm

Packaging unit (PU) 50 25 15 15 12 300 300 200 100

Color description chlorine resistant     availability: on stock  (  ) or with minimum order quantity

I 000 neutral bleached

I 110 bleu from 150 from 130 from 1.200 from 800

I 117 royal from 200 from 150 from 130 from 1.200 from 1.200 from 1.200 from 800

I 340 jasmine from 200 from 130 from 1.200 from 1.200 from 800

I 364 lagoon from 500 from 250 from 200 from 150 from 1.200 from 1.200 from 1.200 from 800

I 416 sun yellow  from 130 from 1.200

I 421 vanilla from 200 from 130 from 800

I 460 corn from 200 from 130 from 1.200 from 1.200 from 1.200 from 800

I 505 sand from 800

I 534 brown from 150 from 130 afrom 1.200 from 1.200 from 800

R 816 bordeaux from 200 from 150 from 130 from 1.200 from 1.200 from 1.200 from 800

I 909 stone gray

I 995 dark gray from 200 from 800

Custom color from 500 from 250 from 200 from 150 from 130 from 1.200 from 1.200 from 1.200 from 800

 = Chlorine treatment possible. Please follow the handling instructions of the chemical manufacturer, as the fabric may be damaged otherwise. Polyester stripes

 Woven label

Embroidery
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Recommended customizations:

ECONOMY – Towels Line-Star light
420 g/m² – leasing classic, in white on stock

Shooting star of rental laundries, soft and efficient

 Quality features Properties
design two lines without pile as border  without distortion

yarn 100% cotton, carded ring spun yarn exceptional tear strength

fabric single ply, with densely woven ground high loop tensile strength

weight 420 g/m² before washing

seams double chain stitch on the sides resilient and elastic

finishing hydrophilic / Airco® instant absorbency / high volume

dyeing white bleached with neutral optical brightener

washing up to 95° C tumble dry, chlorine resistant

tolerance sizes and weights +/- 5%, colors +/- 10% 

                                      

shrinkage: approx. 5 – 9% in width, approx. 8 – 12% in length

Standard assortment – colors and sizes
Model
Size

Hand
50 x 100 cm

Bath
70 x 140 cm

Large Bath
100 x 150 cm

Packaging unit (PU) 50 25 12

Color description chlorine resistant availability: on stock  (  ) or with minimum order quantity

000 neutral bleached

Custom color from 500 from 250 from 180

  = Chlorine treatment possible. Please follow the handling instructions of the chemical manufacturer, as the fabric may be damaged otherwise.

Weaving of border with colored weft

Individual border

Low pile border with embroidery
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High/low woven tone in tone

Close-up of Diamond border

Custom color

Recommended customizations:

ECONOMY – Towels Diamond design
430 g/m² – in white on stock 

grippy and highly absorbent, sizes for bath & SPA, including Bath Mats

 Quality features Properties
design high-low woven diamonds on both ends massage effect, no distortion

yarn Eco-Soft, carded ring spun yarn exceptional tear strength

fabric Jacquard, allover dense fabric high loop tensile strength

weight 430 g/m² before washing

seams double chain stitch on the long sides stable and elastic 

finishing hydrophilic / Airco® instant absorbency / high volume

dyeing white bleached with neutral optical brightener 

washing up to 95° C tumble dry, chlorine resistant

tolerance sizes and weights +/- 5%, colors +/- 10% shrinkage: approx. 5 – 9% in width, approx. 8 – 12% in length

Standard assortment – colors and sizes
Model
Size

Hand
50 x 100 cm

Bath
70 x 140 cm

Large Bath
100 x 150 cm

Sauna
100 x 180 cm

Bath Mat
50 x 75 cm

Packaging unit (PU) 50 25 20 15 50

Color description chlorine resistant                                  availability: on stock  (  ) or with minimum order quantity

000 neutral bleached from 500 from 250 from 250 from 180 from 180

Wunschfarbe from 500 from 250 from 250 from 180 from 180

  = Chlorine treatment possible. Please follow the handling instructions of the chemical manufacturer, as the fabric may be damaged otherwise.
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Color I 110 bleuRFID transponder in towel edge

High/low woven motive

Recommended customizations:

ECONOMY – Bath Mat ‘Sprint’ 
650 g/m² – 11 chlorine resistant colors 

Stays perfectly in place, colors matching Eco- and Line-Star towels

Quality features Properties
design low woven rectangular line without distortion 

yarn 85% cotton, 15% polyester (with 100% cotton in pile, polyester partly 

in ground fabric)

well lying on ground

fabric twisted terry, with densely woven ground and pile best loop tensile strength

weight 650 g/m² before washing

seams double chain stitch on the sides resilient and elastic

finishing finishing hydrophilic / Airco® instant absorbency / high volume

dyeing white bleached with neutral optical brightener

 colors in vat dyeing

in white and colored                                                                      

washing up to 95° C tumble dry, chlorine resistant

tolerance sizes and weights +/- 5%, colors +/- 10%  shrinkage: approx. 5 – 9% in width, approx. 8 – 12% in length

Standard assortment – colors and sizes
Bath Mat
Size

Sprint
50 x 70 cm

Packaging unit (PU) 50

Color description chlorine resistant          availability: on stock  (  ) or with minimum order quantity

I 000 neutral bleached

I 110 bleu

I 117 royal from 300

I 340 jasmine

I 416 sun yellow from 300

I 421 vanilla from 300

I 505 sand

I 534 brown from 300

I 904 elephant grey

I 909 stone gray

I 995 dark gray

Custom color from 300

  = Chlorine treatment possible. Please follow the handling instructions of the chemical manufacturer, as the fabric may be damaged otherwise.
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Model 590 fango 522Piping

Recommended customizations

ECONOMY – Bathrobe Kimono model 590      
250 g/m² Twin-Star – in white on stock 

Upper class starter model, custom made also in bi-color designs chlorine resistant 

Quality features Properties
design kimono, unisex for Him and Her, raglan sleeves efficient, elegant fitting

yarn 100% micro velour outside, 100% cotton inside perfectly soft and resilient

fabric blend: 40% cotton, 60% polyester excellent loop tensile strength

weight 250 g/m² before washing

seams overlock and press stitch at cut edges durable seams

finishing two side pockets, binding belt with double loop sturdily sewn, partially quilted

dyeing white with optical brightener in blue,  colored in double dyeing in white chlorine resistant

washing up to 95° C tumble dry < 180°C  

tolerance sizes and weights +/- 5%, colors +/- 10% shrinkage: approx. 4 – 7% in width, approx. 5 – 8% in length

Standard assortment – colors and sizes
Size
Back length

M
120 cm

L
125 cm

XL
130 cm

XXL
140 cm

3XL
140 cm

Packaging unit (PU 12 12 10 10 10

Color description chlorine resistant                availability: on stock  (  ) or with minimum order quantity 

D 007 white

Custom color from 3001 from 3001 from 3001 from 3001 from 3001

  = Chlorine treatment possible. Please follow the handling instructions of the chemical manufacturer, as the fabric may be damaged otherwise.
1 Minimum order quantity for custom color, can be split into different sizes, but at least 40 pieces must be purchased per size. 
² white inside, collar white; 3 white inside, collar mottled;

Terry products have the property that they shrink after washing; see above tolerance for shrinkage. Therefore, we cut our bathrobes larger, so that the items fit to the 

specified size after approx. 3 – 5 washes.
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RFID transponder Embroidery

ECONOMY – Bathrobe Kimono model 400   
360 g/m² knitted – in white on stock

Resilient and durable in rental laundry – soft due to special ground fabric

Quality features Properties
design kimono, unisex, full-body cut efficient and resilient

yarn high quality cotton and polyester yarns maximum tear strength

fabric knitted terry 93% cotton, 7% polyester loop tight

weight 360 g/m² before washing

seams overlock and press stitch at cut edges durable  seam

finishing hydrophilic / Airco® / two side pockets, belt with double loops/ instant absorbency / high volume / sturdily sewn, partially quilted

dyeing white with optical brightener in blue, double dyeing, in white chlorine resistant

washing up to 95° C tumble dry

tolerance sizes and weights +/- 5% colors +/- 10% shrinkage: approx. 5 – 9% in width, approx. 5 – 8% in length

Standard assortment – colors and sizes
Size
Back length

M
120 cm

L
125 cm

XL
130 cm

XXL
140 cm

3XL
140 cm

Replacement belt 

Packing unit (PU)  10 10 10 8 8 10

Color description chlorine resistant availability: on stock  (  ) or with minimum order quantity

007 white from 40

Custom color from 300 1 from 300 1 from 300 1 from 300 1 from 300 1 from 300 1

  = Chlorine treatment possible. Please follow the handling instructions of the chemical manufacturer, as the fabric may be damaged otherwise.
1 Minimum order quantity for custom color, can be split into different sizes, but at least 40 pieces must be purchased per size.

Terry products have the property that they shrink after washing; see above tolerance for shrinkage. Therefore, we cut our bathrobes larger, so that the items fit to the 
specified size after approx. 3 – 5 washes.

Recommended customizations
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Colored hanger Embroidery

Recommended customizations:

ECONOMY – Bathrobe Shawl Collar model 
401 – 360 g/m² knitted fabric – loop tight

Resilient and durable in rental laundry – soft due to special ground fabric

Quality features Properties
design shawl collar, unisex, raglan sleeves, full body cut             efficient, classic elegance

yarn high quality cotton and polyester fabric                                 maximum tear strength

fabric knitted terry 93% cotton, 7% polyester                                loop tight

weight 360 g/m² before washing

seams overlock and press stitch at cut edges                        resilient seams for laundry use

finishing two side pockets, tie belt with double loop                    instant absorbency / high volume

dyeing white bleached with optical brightener in blue                  chlorine resistant

washing up to 95° C tumble dry

tolerance weights +/- 5%, colors +/- 10% shrinkage: approx. 5 – 9% in width, approx. 8 – 12% in length

Standard assortment – colors and sizes
Size
Back length

S
120 cm

M
120 cm

L
125 cm

XL
130 cm

XXL
140 cm

3XL
140 cm

Replacement 
belt 

Packing unit (PU) 10 10 10 8 8 6 10

Color description chlorine resistant         availability: on stock  (  ) or with minimum order quantity

007 white from 40

Custom color from 3001 from 3001 from 3001 from 3001 from 3001 from 3001 from 3001

  = Chlorine treatment possible. Please follow the handling instructions of the chemical manufacturer, as the fabric may be damaged otherwise. 
1 Minimum order quantity for custom color, can be split into different sizes, but at least 40 pieces must be purchased per size.

Terry products have the property that they shrink after washing; see above tolerance for shrinkage. Therefore, we cut our bathrobes larger, so that the items fit to the 
specified size after approx. 3 - 5 washes.
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All-over colored woven Multi-colored woven ‚sun‘

Recommended customizations

ECONOMY - Children's Bath Towel Sun  
340 g/m² – colored jacquard woven

Featuring train and sun, all-over woven, high endurance

Quality features Properties
design colorful woven motives, without border no distortion

yarn 100% cotton, carded ring spun yarn exceptional tear strength

fabric Twisted terry, with dense ground high loop tensile strength

weight 340 g/m² before washing

seams double chain stitch on the sides stable and elastic

finishing hydrophilic / Airco® instant absorbency /  high volume

dyeing bright fresh reactive colors best washing properties

washing up to 95° C tumble dry, not chlorine resistant

tolerance sizes and weights +/- 5%, colors +/- 10%

 

shrinkage: approx. 5 – 9% in width, approx. 8 – 12% in length

Standard assortment – colors and sizes
Model
Size

Bath sun
100 x 100 cm

Packaging unit (PU) 30

Color description chlorine resistant         availability: on stock  (  ) or with minimum order quantity

R multicolored

Custom color from 1.500

  = Chlorine treatment possible. Please follow the handling instructions of the chemical manufacturer, as the fabric may be damaged otherwise.
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PROFESSIONAL-
Line

High comfort and excellent resilience are the 
value proposition of this product line specifi-

cally designed for the hospitality segment. Fea-
tures that hotel guests have come to appreciate 
every day, whilst creating an additional return 

on investment due to an extralong lifecycle.

32 33

SSOOZZIIAALL..  ÖKOLOGÖKOLOGIISCSCHH..  SSTTAAATLICATLICHH..
UNABHÄNGIG ZERTIFIZIERT..

WIR FÜHREN PRODUKTE MIT DEM SIEGEL:WIR FÜHREN PRODUKTE MIT DEM SIEGEL:

UNternehmer FÜR UNternehmer
WIR engagieren uns!

WEB-BANNER (.PNG) / E-MAIL-SIGNATUR (.GIF) 
468 x 60 px

WIR SIND FÜR SIE DA!
Bei Fragen zur Verwendung und Einbindung in Ihrer internen und 
externen Kommunikation hilft Ihnen unser Service-Team gerne weiter: 
Tel.: +49 (30) 45 30 69 - 489    
E-Mail: unternehmernetzwerk@oxfam.de

LOGO
Größe anpassbar                             
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1.780 kg

566 kg

5 kg

190 KJ

11 kg

25.03.2022

Die durch Ihren Beitrag vermiedene Menge an CO2 entspricht der
Menge, die 1.780 m2 Wald in einem Jahr aus der Luft filtern.

Berechnungsgrundlage: Umweltbilanz Der Grüne Punkt, wissenschaftlich geprüft durch IFEU Heidelberg

Floringo GmbH
82395 Obersöchering

1.780 kg

566 kg
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190 KJ

11 kg

25.03.2022

Die durch Ihren Beitrag vermiedene Menge an CO2 entspricht der
Menge, die 1.780 m2 Wald in einem Jahr aus der Luft filtern.

Berechnungsgrundlage: Umweltbilanz Der Grüne Punkt, wissenschaftlich geprüft durch IFEU Heidelberg

Floringo GmbH
82395 Obersöchering

Din ISO 14001



Polyester stripes

Standard colorsEmbroidery

Option own label

Recommended customizations:

PROFESSIONAL – Towels Line-Star
450 g/m² – 8 colors on stock

Fluffy and functional, colors chlorine resistant

Quality features Properties
design low lines as border design no distortion

yarn 100% cotton, carded ring spun yarn high tear strength

fabric single ply terry, with dense ground best loop tensile strength

weight 450 g/m² before washing

seams double chain stitch on the sides stable and elastic

finishing hydrophilic / Airco® instant absorbency / high volume

dyeing white bleached, with neutral optical 

brightener, colors in vat dyeing 

 

best color fastness

washing up to 95° C tumble dry, chlorine resistant

tolerance sizes and weights +/- 5%, colors +/- 10%

 

shrinkage: approx. 5 – 9% in width, approx. 8 – 12% in length

Standard assortment – colors and sizes
Model
Size

Hand
50 x 100 cm

Bath
70 x 140 cm

Large Bath
100 x 150 cm

Sauna
70 x 200 cm

Sauna
100 x 200 cm

Soap
30 x 30 cm

Guests
30 x 50 cm

Packaging unit (PU) 40 20 15 15 10 300 150

Color description chlorine resistant            availability: on stock  (  ) or with minimum order quantity

I 000 neutral bleached

I 170 bleu from 180 from 200 from 180 from 1.200 from 1.200

I 117 royal from 500 from 250 from 180 from 200 from 180 from 1.200 from 1.200

I 416 sun yellow from 180 from 200 from 180 from 1.200 from 1.200

I 421 vanilla from 180 from 200 from 180 from 1.200 from 1.200

I 505 sand from 180 from 1.200 from 1.200

I 541 walnut from 180 from 180 from 1.200 from 1.200

I 904 elephant grey from 200 from 180 from 1.200 from 1.200

I 995 dark gray from 180 from 1.200 from 1.200

Custom color from 500 from 250 from 180 from 200 from 180 from 1.200 from 1.200

  = Chlorine treatment possible. Please follow the handling instructions of the chemical manufacturer, as the fabric may be damaged otherwise.
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Recommended customizations:

PROFESSIONAL – Towels Profi-Line
550 g/m² – in white on stock

fluffy volume with finely curled loops, noble for suites

Quality features Properties
design four low woven lines as border design no distortion   

yarn 100% cotton, exclusively carded ring spun yarn exceptional tear strength

fabric single ply, with densely woven ground  high loop tensile strength

weight 550 g/m² before washing

seams double chain stitch on the sides stable and elastic

finishing hydrophilic / Airco®  instant absorbency / high volume

dyeing white bleached with neutral optical brightener

washing up to 95° C tumble dry, chlorine resistant

tolerance sizes and weights +/- 5%, colors +/- 10% shrinkage: approx. 5 – 9% in width, approx. 8 – 12% in length

Standard assortment – colors and sizes
Model
Size

Hand
50 x 100 cm

Bath
70 x 140 cm

Large Bath
100 x 150 cm

Packaging unit (PU) 40 20 15

Color description chlorine resistant                      availability: on stock  (  ) or with minimum order quantity

000 neutral bleached

Custom color from 400 from 200 from 150

  = Chlorine treatment possible. Please follow the handling instructions of the chemical manufacturer, as the fabric may be damaged otherwise.

Embroidery Close-UP
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Recommended customizations:

PROFESSIONAL - Bath Mat Profi-Star
600 g/m² – in white on stock

Elegant in waffle optics, invigorating effect

Quality features Properties
design grippy, high-low woven pattern without distortion

yarn 85% cotton, 15% polyester (with 100% cotton in pile, polyester only 

in ground fabric) 

well lying on ground

optimal tear resistance

fabric twisted terry, 85% cotton, 15% polyester high loop tensile strength

weight 600 g/m² before washing

seams double chain stitch on the sides  stable and elastic

finishing hydrophilic / Airco® instant absorbency / high volume

dyeing white bleached with neutral optical brightener

washing up to 95° C tumble dry, chlorine resistant 

tolerance sizes and weights +/- 5%, colors +/- 10% shrinkage: approx. 5 – 9% in width, approx. 8 – 12% in length

Standard assortment – colors and sizes
Bath Mat
Size

Professional star
50 x 75 cm

Packaging unit (PU) 50

Color description chlorine resistant availability: on stock  (  ) or with minimum order quantity

000 neutral bleached from 300

Custom color from 300

  = Chlorine treatment possible. Please follow the handling instructions of the chemical manufacturer, as the fabric may be damaged otherwise.

Full view High/low woven motives
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High/low woven motive

Color D 904 elephant greyEmbroidery

Recommended customizations:

PROFESSIONAL - Bath Mat Line-Star
750 g/m² - in 4 chlorine resistant colors on stock

pleasantly voluminous, in earthy colors, best for customization

Quality features Properties
design two low woven lines, circumferential elegant and distortion-free

yarn 100% cotton in pile, 50% polyester in ground stays perfectly in place

fabric twisted terry, 85% cotton, 15% polyester exceptional tear strength

weight 750 g/m² before washing

seams double chain stitch on the sides  stable and elastic

finishing hydrophilic / Airco® instant absorbency / high volume

dyeing white bleached, with neutral optical brightener

colors in vat dyeing

washing up to 95° C tumble dry, chlorine resistant

tolerance sizes and weights +/- 5%, colors +/- 10% shrinkage: approx. 5 – 9%  in width, approx. 8 – 12% in length

Standard assortment – colors and sizes
Bath Mat
Size

Line-Star
50 x 90 cm

Packaging unit (PU) 30

Color description chlorine resistant availability: on stock  (  ) or with minimum order quantity

000 neutral bleached

505 sand

541 walnut

904 elephant grey

Custom color from 300

  = Chlorine treatment possible. Please follow the handling instructions of the chemical manufacturer, as the fabric may be damaged otherwise.
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Twin-Star Double-FaceWoven label on sleeve

Recommended customizations:

PROFESSIONAL - Bathrobe Kimono model 
570 – 200 g/m² Twin-Star - in white on stock

Perfect travel companion, wrinkle-free, soft and super light

Quality features Properties
design Kimono, unisex for him and her, raglan sleeves elegantly fitting

yarn 100% micro velour outside, 100% cotton inside   optimal tear resistance and elasticity

fabric blend: 40% cotton, 60% polyester best loop tensile strength

weight 200 g/m² before washing

seams overlock and press stitch at cut edges durable seams s

finishing two side pockets, belt with double loop sturdily sewn, partially quilted

dyeing white bleached with optical brightener in blue

washing up to 95° C tumble dry < 180°C , chlorine resistant in white

tolerance sizes and weights +/- 5%, colors +/- 10% shrinkage: approx. 4 – 7% in width, approx. 5 – 8% in length

Standard assortment – colors and sizes
Size
Back length

M
120 cm

L
125 cm

XL
130 cm

XXL
140 cm

3XL
140 cm

Packaging unit (PU) 12 12 12 10 10

Color description chlorine resistant             availability: on stock  (  ) or with minimum order quantity

007 white from 40

Custom color from 3501 from 3501 from 3501 from 3501 from 3501

  = Chlorine treatment possible. Please follow the handling instructions of the chemical manufacturer, as the fabric may be damaged otherwise.
1 minimum order quantity for custom color, can be split into different sizes, but at least 40 pieces must be purchased per size.

Terry products have the property that they shrink after washing; see above tolerance for shrinkage. Therefore, we cut our bathrobes larger, so that the items fit to the 
specified size after approx. 3 – 5 washes.
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Well-soft trimming Piping and embroidery Customer label

Recommended customizations:

PROFESSIONAL – Bathrobe Shawl Collar 
model 511  – 320 g/m² – 7 colors on stock

Shooting star in hotels, elegant raglan cut, ideal for customization

Quality features Properties
design shawl collar, unisex, raglan sleeves elegant fitting, velvet outside                                                 

yarn 100% micro velour outside, 100% cotton inside persistent softness

fabric knitted: 40% cotton, 60% polyester excellent tensile strength

weight 320 g/m² before washing

seams overlock and press stitch at cut edges resilient object seams

finishing two side pockets, binding belt with double loop sturdily sewn, partially quilted

dyeing white with optical brightener in blue chlorine resistance see per item 

washing up to 95° C tumble dry < 180°C

tolerance sizes and weights +/- 5%, colors +/- 10% shrinkage: approx. 4 – 7% in width, approx. 5 – 8% in length

Standard assortment – colors and sizes
Size
Back length

S
120 cm

M
120 cm

L
125 cm

XL
130 cm

XXL
140 cm

3XL
140 cm

4XL
140 cm

5XL
140 cm

Replace-
ment belt

Packaging unit (PU) 8 8 8 8 8 8 7 7 10

Color description chlorine resistant     availability: on stock  (  ) or with minimum order quantity

D 007 white

D 192 petrol from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40

D 234 ruby from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40

D 350 kiwi from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40

D 366 lagoon from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40

D 482 orange from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40

D 503 cream from 40 from 40 from 40

D 540 walnut from 40 from 40 from 40

D 542 walnut/white from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40

D 906 elephant grey from 40 from 40 from 40

D 913 elephant grey/white from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40

D 915 shale from 40 from 40 from 40

D 929 concrete grey from 40 from 40 from 40

D 993 black from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40

Custom color from 3001 from 3001 from 3001 from 3001 from 3001 from 3001 from 3001 from 3001 from 3001

  = Chlorine treatment possible. Please follow the handling instructions of the chemical manufacturer, as the fabric may be damaged otherwise.
1 Minimum order quantity for Custom color, can be split into different sizes, but at least 40 pieces must be purchased per size.

Terry products have the property that they shrink after washing; see above tolerance for shrinkage. Therefore, we cut our bathrobes larger, so that the items fit to the 
specified size  after approx. 3 - 5 washes.
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PROFESSIONAL – Hooded Bathrobe model 
512 – 320 g/m² Twin-Star - in 6 colors on stock

Trendsetter in Wellness & SPA, ideally suited for noble refinement

Quality features Properties
design hood, unisex for him and her, raglan sleeves       elegant fitting, velvet outside

yarn 100% micro velour outside, 100% cotton inside tearfast and elastic

fabric knitted: 40% cotton, 60% polyester excellent loop strength

weight 320 g/m² before washing

seams overlock and press stitch at cut edges durable  seams

finishing two side pockets, binding belt with double loop sturdily sewn, partially quilted

dyeing white bleached, colors dispersion                          chlorine resistance see item

washing up to 95° C tumble dry < 180°C

tolerance sizes and weights +/- 5%, colors +/- 10% shrinkage: approx. 4 – 7% in width, approx. 5 – 8% in length

Standard assortment – colors and sizes
Size
Back length

S
120 cm

M
120 cm

L
125 cm

XL
130 cm

XXL
140 cm

3XL
140 cm

Replacement 
belt

Packaging unit (PU) 8 8 8 8 8 8 10

Color description chlorine resistant       availability: on stock  (  ) or with minimum order quantity

D 007 white

D 192 petrol from 40 1 from 40 1

D 234 ruby from 40 1 from 40 1

D 350 kiwi from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 1 from 40 1

D 366 lagoon from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 1 from 40 1

D 482 orange from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 1 from 40 1

D 503 cream from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 1 from 40 1

D 540 walnut from 40 1 from 40 1

D 542 walnut/white² from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 1 from 40 1

D 906 elephant grey from 40 1 from 40 1

D 913 elephant grey/white ² from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 1 from 40 1

D 915 shale from 40 1 from 40 1

D 929 concrete gray from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 1 from 40 1

D 993 black from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 1 from 40 1

Custom color from 3001 from 3001 from 3001 from 3001 from 3001 from 3001 from 3001

  = Chlorine treatment possible. Please follow the handling instructions of the chemical manufacturer, as the fabric may be damaged otherwise.
1 Minimum order quantity for Custom color, can be split into different sizes, but at least 40 pieces must be purchased per size.
² outside colored, inside white

Terry products have the property that they shrink after washing; see above tolerance  for shrinkage. We therefore cut our bathrobes larger, so that the items fit to the 
specified size  after approx. 3 - 5 washes. Well-soft trimming on hood and revers Back viewWell-soft at sleeve with embroidery

Recommended customizations:
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PROFESSIONAL – Children's Bathrobe 
model 582 – 320 g/m² Twin-Star – 6 colors on stock

Soft and tender, yet functional, hooded – 8 additional colors available  

Quality features Properties
design hood, unisex for children, raglan sleeves  elegant fitting, velvet outside 

yarn 100% micro velour outside, 100% cotton inside persistent softness

fabric blend: 40% cotton, 60% polyester high loop tensile strength

weight 320 g/m² before washing

seams overlock and press stitch at cut edges resilient object seam

finishing hydrophilic / Airco® instant absorbency / high volume

dyeing white bleached, colors dispersion chlorine resistance see item

washing up to 95°  tumble dry < 180°C 

tolerance sizes and weights +/- 5%, colors +/- 10% shrinkage: approx. 4 – 7% in width, approx. 5 – 8% in length

Standard assortment - colors and sizes
Size
Age

104
3–4 years

116
5–6 years

128
6–7 years

140
8–9 years

152
10–11 years

164
12–13 years

Packaging unit (PU) 20 15 15 15 15 10

Color description chlorine resistant       availability: on stock  (  ) or with minimum order quantity

D 007 white

D 192 petrol

D 234 ruby red

D 350 kiwi

D 366 lagoon

D 482 orange

D 503 cream from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40

D 540 walnut from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40

D 542 walnut/white from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40

D 906 elephant grey from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40

D 913 elephant grey/white from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40

D 915 shale from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40

D 929 concrete grey from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40

D 993 black from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40

Custom color from 5001 from 5001 from 5001 from 5001 from 5001 from 5001

  = Chlorine treatment possible. Please follow the handling instructions of the chemical manufacturer, as the fabric may be damaged otherwise.
1 Minimum order quantity for Custom color, can be split into different sizes, but at least 40 pieces must be purchased per size.

Terry products have the property that they shrink after washing; see above tolerance  for shrinkage. We therefore cut our bathrobes larger, so that the items fit to the 
specified size  after approx. 3 - 5 washes.

Customer labelColor D350 kiwiSpecial production

Recommended customization:
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Bib with studs Bib with eyelet

Recommended customization:

PROFESSIONAL - Adult Bibs – inner coated
240 g/m² – coated inside – in white on stock

Large scale, comfortable and easy care, chlorine resistant

Quality features Properties
design flat pile on both sides, inner coating water repellent, easy-care

yarn 64% cotton, 16% polyester, 20% PU exceptional tear strength

fabric knitted terry blended fabric best tensile strength

weight 240 g/m² before washing

seams piping all around stable and elastic

finishing punched out loops for tying  practical and skin-friendly

dyeing white bleached with optical brightener in blue chlorine resistant

washing up to 95° C tumble dry, chlorine resistant

tolerance sizes and weights +/- 5%, colors +/- 10% shrinkage: approx. 5 – 9% in width, approx. 8 – 12% in length

Standard assortment - colors and sizes
Model
Size

pads
50 x 100 cm

Packaging unit (PU) 100

Color description chlorine resistant availability: on stock  (  ) or with minimum order quantity

007 white

  = Chlorine treatment possible. Please be sure to follow the instructions of the chemical manufacturer, as the fabric may be damaged otherwise.
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Own color Close-up on studs Bib with eyelet

PROFESSIONAL - Adult bibs – pure cotton
350 g/m² – 100% cotton – in 4 colors on stock

Large scale, easy care, chlorine resistant, colors of your choice 

Quality features Properties
design pile on both sides soft and very skin-friendly

yarn 100% cotton, carded ring yarn exceptional tear strength

fabric Single ply terry, with dense ground high loop tensile strength

weight 350 g/m²

seams all around with piping stable and elastic

finishing two punched out loops for tying at the neck easy-care and comfortable

dyeing white bleached, with optical brightener in blue

colors in vat dyeing

 

best color fastness and durability

washing up to 95° C tumble dry, chlorine resistant

tolerance sizes and weights +/- 5%, colors +/- 10% shrinkage: approx. 5 – 9% in width, approx. 8 – 12% in length

Standard assortment - colors and sizes
Model
Size

pads
50 x 100 cm

Packaging unit (PU) 60

color description chlorine resistant availability: on stock  (  ) or with minimum order quantity

I 007 white

I 110 bleu

I 301 pistachio

I 421 vanilla

Custom color from 500

  = Chlorine treatment possible. Please follow the handling instructions of the chemical manufacturer, as the fabric may be damaged otherwise.

Recommended customization:
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PROFESSIONAL – Fitted Jersey Sheet
190 g/m² single jersey – in white on stock  

Tailor made for different mattress sizes and heights, own colors

Quality features Properties
design smooth, with all-around elastic band well fitting

yarn 50% cotton, 50% polyester exceptional tear strength

fabric single jersey persistend softness

weight 190 g/m² before washing

seams professional stitches stable and elastic

dyeing white bleached with optical brightener in blue chlorine resistant

washing up to 95° C tumble dry

tolerance sizes and weights +/- 5%, colors +/- 10% shrinkage: approx. 5 – 9% in width, approx. 8 – 12% in length

Standard assortment - colors and sizes
Model
Size

Jersey-Line
90–100 x 190–200 cm

Jersey-Line
140–160 x 200 cm

Jersey-Line
180–200 x 200 cm

Packaging unit (PU) 16 12 8

color description chlorine resistant availability: on stock  (  ) or with minimum order quantity

007 white from 100 from 100 from 100

Custom color from 100 from 100 from 100

  = Chlorine treatment possible. Please follow the handling instructions of the chemical manufacturer, as the fabric may be damaged otherwise.
Standard bar height for these sizes = 35 cm | Special heights such as 50 cm for king-size beds possible with surcharge.

Fitted sheet, stitched with colored thread RFID transponder pocket

Recommended customizations:
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Green-Line
All products feature high skin comfort, a high 
level of sustainability and ideal options for in-
dividualization – and will be a guarantee for 

effective promotion.

SSOOZZIIAALL..  ÖKOLOGÖKOLOGIISCSCHH..  SSTTAAATLICATLICHH..
UNABHÄNGIG ZERTIFIZIERT..

WIR FÜHREN PRODUKTE MIT DEM SIEGEL:WIR FÜHREN PRODUKTE MIT DEM SIEGEL:

Entscheiden 
Sie sich für 
Produkte mit 
dem 
Fairtrade-
Siegel

UNternehmer FÜR UNternehmer
WIR engagieren uns!

WEB-BANNER (.PNG) / E-MAIL-SIGNATUR (.GIF) 
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WIR SIND FÜR SIE DA!
Bei Fragen zur Verwendung und Einbindung in Ihrer internen und 
externen Kommunikation hilft Ihnen unser Service-Team gerne weiter: 
Tel.: +49 (30) 45 30 69 - 489    
E-Mail: unternehmernetzwerk@oxfam.de
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1.780 kg

566 kg
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190 KJ

11 kg

25.03.2022

Die durch Ihren Beitrag vermiedene Menge an CO2 entspricht der
Menge, die 1.780 m2 Wald in einem Jahr aus der Luft filtern.

Berechnungsgrundlage: Umweltbilanz Der Grüne Punkt, wissenschaftlich geprüft durch IFEU Heidelberg

Floringo GmbH
82395 Obersöchering

1.780 kg
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190 KJ

11 kg

25.03.2022

Die durch Ihren Beitrag vermiedene Menge an CO2 entspricht der
Menge, die 1.780 m2 Wald in einem Jahr aus der Luft filtern.

Berechnungsgrundlage: Umweltbilanz Der Grüne Punkt, wissenschaftlich geprüft durch IFEU Heidelberg

Floringo GmbH
82395 Obersöchering

Din ISO 14001
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Full view towel in real blue

Sublimation printing

Towels in red, real blue and bright green

Recommended customizations:

GREEN – Towels Best-Print
400 g/m² – with print border – in 6 colors on stock

tear-resistant sublimation border, printing optional ex works 

Quality features Properties
design print border white on front and back     Border height: guest towel 6 cm, hand towel 10 cm, bath towel 12 cm

yarn 100% cotton, carded ring yarn exceptional tear strength

fabric single ply terry, border is polyester (white) high loop tensile strength

weight 400 g/m² before washing

seams double chain stitch on the sides stable and elastic

finishing hydrophilic / Airco® instant absorbency / high volume

dyeing white bleached, colors are reactive tumble dry 

washing up to 95° C not chlorine resistant

tolerance sizes and weights +/- 5%, colors +/- 10% shrinkage: approx. 5 – 9% in width, approx. 8 – 12% in length

Standard assortment - colors and sizes
Model
Size

Fitness
30 x 120 cm

Hand
50 x 100 cm

Bath
70 x 140 cm

Packaging unit (PU) 80 50 30

color description chlorine resistant                       availability: on stock  (  ) or with minimum order quantity

R 007 white

R 167 real blue from 600

R 240 tomato red from 600

R 332 bright green from 600

R 908 dove gray

R 992 pirate black

Custom color from 600 from 500 from 250

  = Chlorine treatment possible. Please follow the handling instructions of the chemical manufacturer, as the fabric may be damaged otherwise.
1 Minimum order quantity for Custom color, can be split into different sizes, but at least 40 pieces must be purchased per size.
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Customized border with embroidery

Embroidery in short pile border Standard colors  

Recommended customizations:

GREEN – Towels Promo-Line  
450 g/m² – in 8 colors on stock

with low pile – border ideal for embroidery, popular beach towel size

Quality features Properties
design short pile border distortion free height for hand towel 10cm, bath towel 12cm, beach/sauna towel 14cm 

yarn 100% cotton, carded ring yarn exceptional tear strength

fabric single ply, with densely woven ground high loop strength

weight 450 g/m² before washing

seams double chain stitch on the sides stable and elastic

finishing hydrophilic / Airco® instant absorbency / high volume

dyeing white bleached, colored in reactive dyestuff    very good washing properties

washing up to 95° C tumble dry, not chlorine resistant

tolerance sizes and weights +/- 5%, colors +/- 10% shrinkage: approx. 5 - 9% in width, approx. 8 - 12% in length

Standard assortment – colors and sizes
Model
Size

Hand
50 x 100 cm

Bath
70 x 140 cm

Bath and sauna sheet
100 x 180 cm

Packaging unit (PU) 40 20 12

color description chlorine resistant                      availability: on stock  (  ) or with minimum order quantity

R 007 white

R 185 navy

R 193 cobalt blue

R 271 red

R 332 bright green

R 448 dandelion

R 911 medium gray

R 991 black

Custom color from 500 from 250 from 150

  = Chlorine treatment possible. Please follow the handling instructions of the chemical manufacturer, as the fabric may be damaged otherwise.
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High/low woven 

All-over colored wovenHigh/low woven 

Recommended customizations:

GREEN – Towels and Bath Mat Eco-Soft
Towels 500 g/m² – Bath Mat 700 g/m²

soft and rich, even pile, ideal item for high/low woven designs

Quality features Properties
design steady appearance without border without distortion

yarn Eco-Soft, carded ring spun yarn exceptional tear strength

fabric 100% cotton, with densely woven ground high loop tensile strength

weight 500 g/m² before washing

seams double chain stitch on the sides stable and elastic

finishing hydrophilic / Airco® instant absorbency / high volume

dyeing white bleached with optical brightener in blue chlorine resistant

washing up to 95° C tumble dry

tolerance sizes and weights +/- 5%, colors +/- 10% shrinkage: approx. 5 – 9% in width, approx. 8 – 12% in length

Standard assortment – colors and sizes
Model
Size

Hand
50 x 100 cm

Bath
70 x 140 cm

Bath Mat
50 x 70 cm

Packaging unit (PU) 40 20 40

color description chlorine resistant             availability: on stock  (  ) or with minimum order quantity

000 neutral bleached from 400 from 200 from 300

Custom color from 400 from 200 from 300

  = Chlorine treatment possible. Please follow the handling instructions of the chemical manufacturer, as the fabric may be damaged otherwise.
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Border woven motive

Confection as golf towelCustomer label

Recommended customizations:

GREEN – Towels Profi-Star
500 g/m² – in 12 colors on stock

Wellness champion – fluffy, large scale and colorful

Quality features Properties
design towel ends with cord structure and shiny stripe             distortion free

yarn 100% cotton, carded ring spun yarn                                     exceptional tear strength

fabric single ply terry, with densely woven ground                    best loop tensile strength

weight 500 g/m² before washing

seams double chain stitch on the sides                                         stable and elastic 

finishing hydrophilic / Airco®                                                          instant absorbency / high volume

dyeing white bleached with neutral optical brightener,  

colored with reactive dyes

brilliant expression

washing up to 95° C tumble dry, chlorine

tolerance sizes and weights +/- 5%, colors +/- 10% shrinkage: approx. 5 – 9% in width, approx. 8 – 12% in length

Standard assortment – colors and sizes
Model
Size

Hand
50 x 100 cm

Bath
70 x 140 cm

Bath
100 x 150 cm

Sauna
80 x 200 cm

Guests
40 x 50 cm

Gloves
17 x 24 cm

Face
30 x 30 cm

Packaging unit (PU) 40 20 15 12 50 50 250

color description chlorine resistant       availability: on stock  (  ) or with minimum order quantity

R 000 neutral bleached

R 188 midnight blue from 150 from 130 from 1.200 from 1.200

R 280 raspberry from 150 from 130 from 1.000 from 1.200 from 1.200

R 333 hawaii from 150 from 130 from 1.000 from 1.200 from 1.200

R 350 kiwi from 150 from 130 from 1.000 from 1.200 from 1.200

R 503 cream from 150 from 1.000 from 1.200 from 1.200

R 540 walnut from 150 from 1.000 from 1.200 from 1.200

R 814 blackberry from 150 from 1.000 from 1.200 from 1.200

R 915 shale from 150 from 1.200 from 1.200

R 911 medium gray from 150 from 1.000 from 1.200 from 1.200

R 991 black from 150 from 130 from 1.000 from 1.200 from 1.200

Custom color from 400 from 200 from 150 from 130 from 1.000 from 1.200 from 1.200

  = Chlorine treatment possible. Please follow the handling instructions of the chemical manufacturer, as the fabric may be damaged otherwise.
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Digital printing on beach towel

Digital printing on beach towelDigital printing on beach towel

Recommended customizations:

GREEN – Towels Twin-Star
320 g/m² – in white on stock 

velvet front side, backside single ply, optional digital print ex works

Quality features Properties
design smooth velour front side no distortion

yarn 100% micro velour outside, 100% cotton inside tearfast and elastic

fabric knitted: 40% cotton, 60% polyester excellent loop strength

weight 320 g/m² before washing

seams double chain stitch on sides stable and elastic

finishing velour cut on front side shiny frontside

dyeing white bleached with optical brightener in blue

washing up to 95° tumble dry < 180°C

tolerance sizes and weights +/- 5%, colors +/- 10% shrinkage: approx. 4 – 7% in width, approx. 5 – 8% in length

Standard assortment – colors and sizes
Model
Size

Hand
50 x 100 cm

Bath
70 x 140 cm

Bath and sauna sheet
100 x 180 cm

Packaging unit (PU) 60 30 20

color description chlorine resistant                      availability: on stock  (  ) or with minimum order quantity

007 white from 300 from 150 from 100

digital printable from 300 from 150 from 100

  = Chlorine treatment possible. Please follow the handling instructions of the chemical manufacturer, as the fabric may be damaged otherwise.
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Piping Embroidery

Recommended customizations:

GREEN - Bathrobe Kimono model 179
350 g/m² single ply – in white on stock

functional and elegant quality in pure ring spun cotton

Quality features Properties
design kimono, unisex, full body cut torso without side seam

yarn 100% carded ring yarn in pile, warp and weft optimal tear resistance

fabric 100% cotton, single ply terry high loop tensile strength

weight 350 g/m² before washing

seams overlock and press stitch at cut edges durable, clean appearance

extras two side pockets, binding belt with double loop sturdily sewn, partially quilted

dyeing white bleached with optical brightener in blue

washing up to 95° C tumble dry, chlorine resistant

tolerance sizes and weights +/- 5%, colors +/- 10% shrinkage: approx. 5 – 9% in width, approx. 8 – 12% in length

Standard assortment – colors and sizes
Size
Back length

M
120 cm

L
125 cm

XL
130 cm

XXL
140 cm

Replacement belt 

Packaging unit (PU) 10 10 10 8 10

color description chlorine resistant             availability: on stock  (  ) or with minimum order quantity

007 white

Custom color from 2501 from 2501 from 2501 from 2501 from 2501

  = Chlorine treatment possible. Please follow the handling instructions of the chemical manufacturer, as the fabric may be damaged otherwise.
1 Minimum order quantity for Custom color, can be split into different sizes, but at least 40 pieces must be purchased per size.

Terry products have the property that they shrink after washing; see above tolerance for shrinkage. We therefore cut our bathrobes larger, so that the items fit to the 
specified size  after approx. 3 – 5 washes.
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Special edition in cactusEmbroidery 

Recommended customizations:

GREEN – Children's Bathrobe model 172
350 g/m² single ply – in white on stock

For pure cotton lovers, certified sustainability

Quality features Properties
design hood, sleeves, pockets and belt quilted popular and resilient

yarn carded ring spun yarn in pile, warp and weft optimal tear resistance

fabric 100% cotton, single ply terry high loop tensile strength

weight 350 g/m² before washing

seams overlock and press stitch at cut edges durable, clean appearance 

extras two side pockets, binding belt with double loop sturdily sewn

dyeing white bleached with optical brightener in blue chlorine resistant

washing up to 95° C tumble dry

tolerance sizes and weights +/- 5%, colors +/- 10% shrinkage: approx. 5 – 9% in width, approx. 8 – 12% in

Standard assortment – colors and sizes
Size
Age

104
3–4 years

116
5–6 years

128
6–7 years

140
8–9 years

152
10–11 years

164
12–13 years

Packaging unit (PU) 20 15 15 15 15 12

color description chlorine resistant           availability: on stock  (  ) or with minimum order quantity

007 white

Custom color from 2501 from 2501 from 2501 from 2501 from 2501 from 2501

  = Chlorine treatment possible. Please follow the handling instructions of the chemical manufacturer, as the fabric may be damaged otherwise.
1 Minimum order quantity for Custom color, can be split into different sizes, but at least 40 pieces must be purchased per size.

Terry products have the property that they shrink after washing; see above tolerance for shrinkage. We therefore cut our bathrobes larger, so that the items fit to the 
specified size  after approx. 3 – 5 washes.
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Color R902 graphiteEmbroidery

Recommended customizations:

GREEN – Bathrobe Shawl Collar model 901
250 g/m² waffle pique – in 3 colors on stock

pure cotton, full body cut – stocks from S to 4XL

Quality features Properties
design shawl collar, unisex, pique with full body cut       torso without side seams

yarn carded ring spun yarn in pile, warp and weft           optimal tear resistance

fabric waffle piquee, 100% cotton                                       no loops

weight 250 g/m² before washing

seams overlock and press stitch at cut edges                    durable  seam

finishing two side pockets, binding belt, double loops    sturdily sewn, partially quilted

dyeing bleached white, with optical brightener in blue 

colors in reactive dyes

in white chlorine resistant

colored not chlorine resistant 

washing up to 40°C dry with low heat 

tolerance sizes and weights +/- 5%, colors +/- 10% Eshrinkage: approx. 5 – 9% in width, approx. 8 – 12% in length

Standard assortment – colors and sizes
Size
Back length

S
120 cm

M
120 cm

L
125 cm

XL
130 cm

XXL
140 cm

3XL
140 cm

4XL
140 cm

5XL
140 cm

6XL
140 cm

8XL
140 cm

Replace-
ment belt 

Packaging unit (PU) 15 15 15 15 15 10 10 10 10 10 10

color description chlorine resistant      availability: on stock  (  ) or with minimum order quantity

R 007 white from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40

R 185 navy from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40

R 902 graphite from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40

Custom color from 3001from 3001from 3001from 3001from 3001from 3001from 3001from 3001from 3001from 3001from 3001

  = Chlorine treatment possible. Please follow the handling instructions of the chemical manufacturer, as the fabric may be damaged otherwise.
1 Minimum order quantity for Custom color, can be split into different sizes, but at least 40 pieces must be purchased per size.

Terry products have the property that they shrink after washing; see above tolerance for shrinkage. Therefore, we cut our bathrobes larger, so that the items fit to the 
specified size  after approx. 3 – 5 washes.
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Waffle pique as double face Embroidery

Recommended customizations:

GREEN – Bathrobe Kimono model 900 
250 g/m² waffle pique – in white on stock

lasting softness due to specific fabric, best for hospitality

Quality features Properties
design kimono, unisex, full-body cut                                        torso without side seams

yarn combed cotton, high quality polyester yarns                 persistently soft

fabric blend: 50% cotton, 50% polyester                                 tear-resistant and elastic

weight 250 g/m² before washing

seams overlock and press stitch at cut edges                             durable seam

finishing two side pockets, binding belt with double loop  sturdily sewn, partially quilted

dyeing white bleached with optical brightener in blue        chlorine resistant

washing up to 95° C                                                                     tumble dry

tolerance sizes and weights +/- 5%, colors +/- 10% shrinkage: approx. 5 – 9% in width, approx. 8 – 12% in length

Standard assortment – colors and sizes
Size
Back length

M
120 cm

L
125 cm

XL
130 cm

Replacement belt 

Packaging unit (PU) 15 15 15 10

color description chlorine resistant                  availability: on stock  (  ) or with minimum order quantity

007 white

Custom color from 5001 from 5001 from 5001 from 5001

  = Chlorine treatment possible. Please follow the handling instructions of the chemical manufacturer, as the fabric may be damaged otherwise.
1 Minimum order quantity for Custom color, can be split into different sizes, but at least 40 pieces must be purchased per size.

Terry products have the property that they shrink after washing; see above tolerance for shrinkage. Therefore, we cut our bathrobes larger, so that the specified sizes 
are reached after approx. 3 – 5 washes.
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Premium Line
Our Premium-Line offers the highest 

level of comfort with responsible 
input of resources. Thus, we define 

premium as luxury at its best where 
skin sensation meets plush and is 
best suitable for high-end Hotel 

 demands.
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1.780 kg

566 kg
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190 KJ

11 kg

25.03.2022

Die durch Ihren Beitrag vermiedene Menge an CO2 entspricht der
Menge, die 1.780 m2 Wald in einem Jahr aus der Luft filtern.

Berechnungsgrundlage: Umweltbilanz Der Grüne Punkt, wissenschaftlich geprüft durch IFEU Heidelberg

Floringo GmbH
82395 Obersöchering
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Die durch Ihren Beitrag vermiedene Menge an CO2 entspricht der
Menge, die 1.780 m2 Wald in einem Jahr aus der Luft filtern.

Berechnungsgrundlage: Umweltbilanz Der Grüne Punkt, wissenschaftlich geprüft durch IFEU Heidelberg

Floringo GmbH
82395 Obersöchering

Din ISO 14001
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High/low woven motive

Detail viewDetail view 

Recommended customizations:

PREMIUM – Towels Banana Pile
350 g/m² to 600 g/m² – at your choice

stylish in curly appearance, weight and color customizable

Quality features Properties
design wavy and curly pile                                                        no distortion

yarn 100% cotton, carded ring spun yarn exceptional tear strength

fabric single ply terry, densely woven ground best loop tensile strength

weight 350 – 600 g/m² recommended range

seams double chain stitch on the sides   stable and elastic

finishing hydrophilic / Airco® instant absorbency / high volume

dyeing according to preference, in reactive or vat dyeing  reactive dyes for private wash, tumble dry, white and vat dyed

washing up to 95° C colors chlorine resistant

tolerance sizes and weights +/- 5%, colors +/- 10% shrinkage: approx. 5 – 9% in width, approx. 8 – 12% in length

Standard assortment – colors and sizes
Model
Size

Hand
50 x 100 cm

Bath
70 x 140 cm

Packaging unit (PU) 40 20

color description chlorine resistant                          availability: on stock  (  ) or with minimum order quantity

000 neutral bleached from 400 from 200

Custom color from 400 from 200

  = Chlorine treatment possible. Please follow the handling instructions of the chemical manufacturer, as the fabric may be damaged otherwise.
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Woven label

High/low woven motiveEmbroidery

Recommended customizations:

PREMIUM – Towels Optimum-Soft   
580 g/m² – in 3 colors on stock

Super-soft yarn, specially combed, chlorine resistant colors

Quality features Properties
design smooth, dense pile no border, no distortion

yarn combed Optimum-Soft yarn highly tear resistant

fabric 100% cotton, ground in ring spun yarns best loop tensile strength

weight 580 g/m² before washing

seams double chain stitch on the sides stable and elastic

finishing hydrophilic / Airco® instant absorbency / high volume

dyeing white bleached, with neutral optical  

brightener, vat dyed colors

in white and colored  

chlorine resistant

washing up to 95° C tumble dry

tolerance sizes and weights +/- 5%, colors +/- 10% shrinkage: approx. 5 – 9% in width, approx. 8 – 12% in length

Standard assortment – colors and sizes
Model
Size

Hand
50 x 90 cm

Bath
70 x 150 cm

Large Bath
100 x 160 cm

Packaging unit (PU) 30 20 12

color description chlorine resistant                            availability: on stock  (  ) or with minimum order quantity

I 000 white from 600 from 300 from 200

I 524 fango from 600 from 300 from 200

I 916 shale from 600 from 300 from 200

Custom color from 1.200 from 600 from 350

  = Chlorine treatment possible. Please be sure to observe the specifications of the chemical manufacturer, as the fabric may be damaged otherwise.
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Woven label

Special border and embroidery Standard colors

Recommended customizations:

PREMIUM – Towels Luxury-Line
630 g/m² – 12 colors on stock

simply superior, voluminous and fluffy, large scale sizes for SPA

Quality features Properties
design steady appearance no border, no distortion 

yarn carded Eco-Soft yarn in pile high tear fastness 

fabric 100% cotton, with densely woven ground best loop tensile strength

weight 630 g/m² before washing

seams double chain stitch on the sides stable and elastic

finishing hydrophilic / Airco® instant absorbency / high volume

dyeing white bleached with optical brightener in blue,  

colored in reactive dyes

in white chlorine resistant

shiny color expression

washing up to 95° C tumble dry, chlorine resistant in white only

tolerance sizes and weights +/- 5%, colors +/- 10% shrinkage: approx. 5 – 9% in width, approx. 8 – 12% in length

Standard assortment – colors and sizes
Model
Size

Hand
50 x 100 cm

Bath
70 x 140 cm

Bath sheet
100 x 180 cm

Sauna sheet
90 x 220 cm

Face
33 x 33 cm

Guests
35 x 50 cm

Packaging unit (PU) 30 15 10 8 150 100

color description chlorine resistant             availability: on stock  (  ) or with minimum order quantity

R 007 white

R 188 midnight blue from 1.200 from 1.000

R 915 shale from 1.200 from 1.000

R 503 cream from 100 from 1.200 from 1.000

R 512 sand from 1.200 from 1.000

R 815 carmine red from 100 from 1.200 from 1.000

R 119 water blue from 100 from 1.200 from 1.000

R 531 mustang brown from 100 from 100 from 1.200 from 1.000

R 906 elephant grey from 100 from 1.200 from 1.000

R 335 cactus from 100 from 1.200 from 1.000

R 327 lime from 100 from 1.200 from 1.000

R 911 medium gray from 1.200 from 1.000

Custom color from 400 from 200 from 100 from 100 from 1.200 from 1.000

  = Chlorine treatment possible. Please follow the handling instructions of the chemical manufacturer, as the fabric may be damaged otherwise.
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Woven label

High/low woven motive Stripe on towel ends in own color

Recommended customizations:

PREMIUM – Towels Dream-Line
700 g/m² – for custom projects

fantastically soft and lofty, high-end product for the suite

Quality features Properties
design thin, decorative stripes at ends noble look, without distortion

yarn Premium yarn from long staples exceptional tear strength

fabric 100% cotton, ground with carded yarns high loop tensile strength

weight 700 g/m² before washing

seams double chain stitch on the sides stable and elastic

finishing hydrophilic / Airco® instant absorbency / high volume

dyeing white bleached with neutral optical brightener  

washing up to 95° C tumble dry, chlorine resistant 

tolerance sizes and weights +/- 5%, colors +/- 10% shrinkage: approx. 5 – 9% in width, approx. 8 – 12% in length

Standard assortment - colors and sizes
Model
Size

Hand
50 x 100 cm

Bath
70 x 140 cm

Large Bath
100 x 160 cm

Packaging unit (PU) 30 12 10

color description chlorine resistant                                        availability: on stock  (  ) or with minimum order quantity

000 neutral bleached from 1.200 from 600 from 400

Custom color from 1.200 from 600 from 400

  = Chlorine treatment possible. Please follow the handling instructions of the chemical manufacturer, as the fabric may be damaged otherwise.
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PREMIUM – Bathrobe Shawl Collar  
model 301 – 380 g/m² single ply velour

inside single ply, outside velours, all pure cotton from carded ring yarns

Quality features Properties
design shawl collar, unisex, full body cut classic and comfortable

yarn 100% carded ring-spun yarns, also in ground optimized dimensional stability

fabric Single plyvelours, 100% cotton best loop tensile strength

weight 380 g/m² before washing

seams overlock and press stitch at cut edges durable  seam

finishing two side pockets, binding belt, double loop sturdily sewn, partially quilted

dyeing white bleached with optical brightener in blue

washing up to 95° C tumble dry, chlorine resistant

tolerance sizes and weights +/- 5%, colors +/- 10% shrinkage: approx. 5 – 9% in width, approx. 8 – 12% in length

Standard assortment - colors and sizes
Size
Back length

M
120 cm

L
125 cm

XL
130 cm

XXL
140 cm

3XL
140 cm

Replacement belt 

Packaging unit (PU) 8 8 8 8 6 10

color description chlorine resistant               availability: on stock  (  ) or with minimum order quantity

007 white

Custom color from 2501 from 2501 from 2501 from 2501 from 2501 from 2501

  = Chlorine treatment possible. Please follow the handling instructions of the chemical manufacturer, as the fabric may be damaged otherwise.
1 Minimum order quantity for Custom color, can be split into different sizes, but at least 40 pieces must be purchased per size.

Terry products have the property that they shrink after washing; see above tolerance for shrinkage. Therefore, we cut our bathrobes larger, so that the specified sizes 
are reached after approx. 3 – 5 washes.

Piping in own colorExtra with broad back loop

Recommended customizations:
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Close up of hoodEmbroidery and well-soft trimming

Recommended customizations:

PREMIUM – Hooded Bathrobe model 602
400 g/m² Single ply – 7 colors on stock

soft and supple, pure cotton, from S to 4XL on stock

Quality features Properties
design hood, unisex, raglan sleeves  elegantly fitting, generous cut 

yarn Premium soft yarn in pile, ring spun in warp and weft plump yarn structure

fabric single ply, densely woven ground loop tensile strength

weight 400 g/m² before washing

seams overlock and press stitch at cut edges durable seams 

finishing two side pockets, binding belt, double loops sturdily sewn, partially quilted

dyeing white with optical brightener in blue,  

colored in reactive colors

in white chlorine resistant

brilliant color expression

washing up to 95° C tumble dry, colored not chlorine resistant

tolerance sizes and weights +/- 5%, colors +/- 10% shrinkage: approx. 5 – 9% in width, approx. 8 – 12% in length

Standard assortment - colors and sizes
Size
Back length

S
120 cm

M
120 cm

L
125 cm

XL
130 cm

XXL
140 cm

3XL
140 cm

4XL
140 cm

5XL
140 cm

6XL
140 cm

8XL
140 cm

Replace-
ment belt 

Packing unit (PU) 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 10

color description chlorine resistant     availability: on stock  (  ) or with minimum order quantity

007 white from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40

R 503 cream from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40

R 335 cactus from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40

R 188 midnight blue from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40

R 906 elephant grey from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40

R 911 medium gray from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40

R 915 shale from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40

Custom color Reactive 
dyeing from 1501 from 1501 from 1501 from 1501 from 1501 from 1501 from 1501 from 1501 from 1501 from 1501 from 1501

  = Chlorine treatment possible. Please follow the handling instructions of the chemical manufacturer, as the fabric may be damaged otherwise.
1 Minimum order quantity for Custom color, can be split into different sizes, but at least 40 pieces must be purchased per size.

Terry products have the property that they shrink after washing; see above tolerance for shrinkage. Therefore, we cut our bathrobes larger, so that the specified sizes 
are reached after approx. 3 – 5 washes.
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PREMIUM  Bathrobe Shawl Collar model 551   
420 g/m² Twin-Star - in white on stock

absorbing and warming, cuddly soft – high end finishing options

Quality features Properties
design shawl collar, unisex, white or white golden piping high-end design

yarn 100% micro velour outside, 100% cotton inside persistent softness 

fabric blend: 40% cotton, 60% polyester excellent loop tensile strength

weight 420 g/m² before washing

seams overlock and press stitch at cut edges durable  seam

finishing hydrophilic / Airco® instant absorbency / high volume

dyeing white bleached with optical brightener in blue

washing up to 95° C tumble dry < 180°C , chlorine resistant

tolerance  sizes and weights +/- 5%, colors +/- 10% shrinkage: approx. 4 – 7% in width, approx. 5 – 8% in length

Standard assortment - colors and sizes
Size
Back length

M
120 cm

L
125 cm

XL
130 cm

XXL
140 cm

3XL
140 cm

Packaging unit (PU) 8 8 8 6 6

color description chlorine resistant              availability: on stock  (  ) or with minimum order quantity

007 white from 40 from 40

007 white with
golden piping from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40 from 40

Custom color from 2501 from 2501 from 2501 from 2501 from 2501

  = Chlorine treatment possible. Please follow the handling instructions of the chemical manufacturer, as the fabric may be damaged otherwise.
1 Minimum order quantity for Custom color, can be split into different sizes, but at least 40 pieces must be purchased per size.

Terry products have the property that they shrink after washing; see above tolerance for shrinkage. Therefore, we cut our bathrobes larger, so that the specified sizes 
are reached after approx. 3 – 5 washes.

Special cut with button tapeEmbroidery

Recommended customizations:
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PREMIUM – Bathrobe Kimono model 200  
430 g/m² Single ply – in white on stock 

pure cotton, exclusively carded ring spun yarns, functional elegance

Quality features Properties
design kimono, unisex, full body cut torso without side seams

yarn exclusively carded ring spun yarns optimized tear strength

fabric single ply terry, 100% cotton best loop tensile strength

weight 430 g/m² before washing

seams overlock and press stitch at cut edges              durable  seam

finishing hydrophilic / Airco® instant absorbency / high volume

dyeing white bleached with optical brightener in blue chlorine resistant

washing up to 95° C tumble dry

tolerance sizes and weights +/- 5%, colors +/- 10% shrinkage: approx. 5 – 9% in width, approx. 8 – 12% in length

Standard assortment - colors and sizes
Size
Back length

M
120 cm

L
125 cm

XL
130 cm

XXL
140 cm

Replacement belt 

Packaging unit (PU) 8 8 8 7 10

color description chlorine resistant            availability: on stock  (  ) or with minimum order quantity

007 white

Custom color ab 1501 ab 1501 ab 1501 ab 1501 ab 1501

  = Chlorine treatment possible. Please follow the handling instructions of the chemical manufacturer, as the fabric may be damaged otherwise.
1 Minimum order quantity for Custom color, can be split into different sizes, but at least 40 pieces must be purchased per size.

Terry products have the property that they shrink after washing; see above tolerance for shrinkage. Therefore, we cut our bathrobes larger, so that the specified sizes 
are reached after approx. 3 – 5 washes.

Special cut with jacket collarEmbroidery

Recommended customizations:
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PREMIUM – Bathrobe Shawl Collar model 
201 – 430 g/m² Single ply – in white on stock

pure cotton, exclusively carded ring spun yarns, classic elegance

Quality features Properties
design shawl collar, unisex, full body cut torso without side seams

yarn exclusively carded ring spun yarns optimized tear strength

fabric single ply terry, 100% cotton best loop tensile strength

weight 430 g/m² before washing

seams overlock and press stitch at cut edges durable  seam

finishing hydrophilic / Airco® instant absorbency / high volume

dyeing white bleached with optical brightener in blue chlorine resistant 

washing up to 95° C tumble dry 

tolerance sizes and weights +/- 5%, colors +/- 10% shrinkage: approx. 5 – 9% in width, approx. 8 – 12% in length

Standard assortment - colors and sizes
Size
Back length

S
120 cm

M
120 cm

L
125 cm

XL
130 cm

XXL
140 cm

3XL
140 cm

4XL
140 cm

Replacement 
belt 

Packaging unit (PU) 8 8 8 8 8 6 6 10

color description chlorine resistant         availability: on stock  (  ) or with minimum order quantity

007 white ab 40 ab 40

Custom color from 1501 from 1501 from 1501 from 1501 from 1501 from 1501 from 1501 from 1501

  = Chlorine treatment possible. Please follow the handling instructions of the chemical manufacturer, as the fabric may be damaged otherwise.
1 Minimum order quantity for Custom color, can be split into different sizes, but at least 40 pieces must be purchased per size.

Terry products have the property that they shrink after washing; see above tolerance for shrinkage. Therefore, we cut our bathrobes larger, so that the specified sizes 
are reached after approx. 3 – 5 washes.

Custom color R902 graphiteEmbroidery

Recommended customizations:
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Velcro tape with rubber bandEmbroidery  

Recommended customizations:

PREMIUM – Sauna kilts for Him and Her
320 g/m² Twin-Star – 14 colors ready to order  

Velvety and soft, velcro tape, different lengths for female and male

Quality features Properties
design width adjustable due to velcro tape velvety outside 

yarn micro velour outside, 100% cotton inside persistent softness, absorbing inside

fabric blend: 40% cotton, 60% polyester best loop tensile strength

weight 320 g/m² before washing

seams overlock and press stitch at cut edges durable seams 

finishing sewn on pocket  sturdy seams

dyeing white with optical brightener in blue, colored in double dyeing chlorine resistance see item

washing up to 95° C tumble dry < 180°C 

tolerance sizes and weights +/- 5%, colors +/- 10% shrinkage: approx. 4 – 7% in width, approx. 5 – 8% in length

Standard assortment – colors and sizes
Kilt
Length

Men
55 cm

Ladies
80 cm

Packaging unit (PU) 25 20

color description chlorine resistant             availability: on stock  (  ) or with minimum order quantity

D 007 white from 40 from 40

D 192 petrol from 40 from 40

D 234 ruby from 40 from 40

D 350 kiwi from 40 from 40

D 366 lagoon from 40 from 40

D 482 orange from 40 from 40

D 503 cream from 40 from 40

D 540 walnut from 40 from 40

D 542 walnut/white1 from 40 from 40

D 906 elephant grey from 40 from 40

D 913 elephant gray/white1 from 40 from 40

D 915 shale from 40 from 40

D 929 concrete gray from 40 from 40

D 993 black from 40 from 40

Custom color from 500 from 100

  = Chlorine treatment possible. Please follow the handling instructions of the chemical manufacturer, as the fabric may be damaged otherwise.
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Other standard colors

Application Application

Recommended customizations:

PREMIUM – Hooded Children's Bath Towel    
380 g/m² Premium-Soft yarn – 6 colors on stock  

Soft and fluffy, in sizes for babies and toddlers

Quality features Properties
design noble piping, with hood in one corner helpful and popular

yarn 100% cotton, soft low twist yarn durable softness

fabric single ply terry, densely woven ground high loop tensile strength

weight 380 g/m² before washing

seams double chain stitch on the sides stable and elastic 

extras sewn on hood, piping band protective and joyful

dyeing white bleached, with optical brightener in blue colored in reactive dyes

washing up to 95° C tumble dry colored not chlorine resistant

tolerance tolerance sizes and weights +/- 5%, colors +/- 10% shrinkage: approx. 5 – 9% in width, approx. 8 – 12% in length

Standard assortment – colors and sizes
Model
Size

Children's bath
72 x 72 cm

Children's bath
96 x 96 cm

Packaging unit (PU) 30 20

color description chlorine resistant            availability: on stock  (  ) or with minimum order quantity

000 neutral gebleicht

R 120 caribbean

R 402 lemon

R 503 cream

R 911 medium gray

Custom color from 300 from 150

  = Chlorine treatment possible. Please follow the handling instructions of the chemical manufacturer, as the fabric may be damaged otherwise.
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PREMIUM - Baby bib   
400 g/m² Premium-Soft yarn   

soft and skin-friendly, piping and binding tape in one, attentive finishing

Quality features Properties
design fcolored piping, also as binding tape easy care

yarn 100% cotton, low twist yarn exceptional tear strength

fabric single ply terry, with dense ground best loop tensile strength

weight 400 g/m² before washing

seams piping band around stable and elastic

finishing hydrophilic / Airco® instant absorbency / high volume

dyeing white bleached, with optical brightener in blue

washing up to 95° C tumble dry, chlorine resistant in white only

tolerance sizes and weights +/- 5%, colors +/- 10% shrinkage: approx. 5 – 9% in width, approx. 8 – 12% in length

Standard assortment – colors and sizes
Model
Size in cm

Baby bib
26 x 30

Packaging unit (PU) 300

color description chlorine resistant  availability: on stock  (  ) or with minimum order quantity

007 white

499 white with 
yellow piping

299 white with 
red piping

199 white with 
blue piping

399 white with 
green piping

Custom color from 1.000

  = Chlorine treatment possible. Please follow the handling instructions of the chemical manufacturer, as the fabric may be damaged otherwise.

Embroidery Close-Up

Recommended customizations:
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PREMIUM – Bulk Fabric in Twin-Star quality
320 g/m² Twin-Star – 14 colors ready to order

Our best selection for your own confection such as bathrobes, SPA items…  

Quality features Properties
design frontside velour, backside single ply loops velvet, shiny frontside absorbing, persistently soft

yarn 100% micro velour outside, 100% cotton inside optimal tear resistance and elasticity 

fabric dense ground fabric excellent tensile strength

weight 320 g/m² before washing

finishing hydrophilic / Airco® instant absorbency / high volume

dyeing white bleached, colors dispersion chlorine resistance see item

washing up to 95° C tumble dry < 180°C

tolerance sizes and weights +/- 5%, colors +/- 10% shrinkage: approx. 4 – 7% in width, approx. 5 – 8% in length 

Standard assortment
Bulk fabric
Width

 
155 cm

Packaging unit (PU) approx. 25 m on roll

color description chlorine resistant  availability: on stock  (  ) or with minimum order quantity

D 007 white from 40

D 192 petrol from 40

D 234 ruby red from 40

D 350 kiwi from 40

D 366 lagoon from 40

D 482 orange from 40

D 503 cream from 40

D 540 walnut from 40

D 542 walnut/white1 from 40

D 906 elephant grey from 40

D 913 elephant grey/white1 from 40

D 915 shale from 40

D 929 concrete grey from 40

D 993 black from 40

Custom color from 500

  = Chlorine treatment possible. Please follow the handling instructions of the chemical manufacturer, as the fabric may be damaged otherwise.
1 outside colored, inside white
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PREMIUM – Bulk Fabric in Single-Ply Quality
430 g/m² cotton fabric – in white on stock

Our recommendation for your own confection in pure cotton quality  

Quality features Properties
design curly pile on both sides without distortion

yarn 100% cotton, carded ring spun yarn high tearfastness

fabric single-ply terry, dense ground fabric best loop tensile strength

weight 430 g/m² before washing

finishing hydrophilic / Airco® instant absorbency / high volume

dyeing white bleached with neutral optical brightener

washing up to 95° C tumble dry, chlorine resistant in white only

tolerance sizes and weights +/- 5%, 2 colors +/- 10% shrinkage: approx. 5 – 9% in width, approx. 8 – 12% in length

Standard assortment – colors and sizes
Terry
width approx.  155 cm

Packaging units (PU) approx. 25 m on roll

color description chlorine resistant                   availability: on stock  (  ) or with minimum order quantity

007 white

Custom color from 150 Meter

  = Chlorine treatment possible. Please follow the handling instructions of the chemical manufacturer, as the fabric may be damaged otherwise.
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Bio-Line
Bio-Line towels are for nature-lovers. For 
lowest possible ecological footprint we 
extend service life cycle to a maximum 

– and use 100% carded ring spun yarns in 
the entire fabric.  

SSOOZZIIAALL..  ÖKOLOGÖKOLOGIISCSCHH..  SSTTAAATLICATLICHH..
UNABHÄNGIG ZERTIFIZIERT..

WIR FÜHREN PRODUKTE MIT DEM SIEGEL:WIR FÜHREN PRODUKTE MIT DEM SIEGEL:
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Sie sich für 
Produkte mit 
dem 
Fairtrade-
Siegel
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WIR SIND FÜR SIE DA!
Bei Fragen zur Verwendung und Einbindung in Ihrer internen und 
externen Kommunikation hilft Ihnen unser Service-Team gerne weiter: 
Tel.: +49 (30) 45 30 69 - 489    
E-Mail: unternehmernetzwerk@oxfam.de
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Die durch Ihren Beitrag vermiedene Menge an CO2 entspricht der
Menge, die 1.780 m2 Wald in einem Jahr aus der Luft filtern.

Berechnungsgrundlage: Umweltbilanz Der Grüne Punkt, wissenschaftlich geprüft durch IFEU Heidelberg
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Din ISO 14001
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Embroidery Custom color and border

Recommended customizations:

BIO – Organic Towels Profi-Star    
500 g/m² – cotton from organic cultivation

Exceptional fluffy and durable due to excellent yarns 

Quality features Properties
design cord structure with shiny stripe at the ends no border, no distortion

yarn 100% cotton, carded ring yarn high tearfastness

fabric Single ply terry, with dense backing best loop tensile strength

weight 500/m² before washing

seams double chain stitch on the sides stable and elastic

finishing hydrophilic / Airco® instant absorbency / high volume

dyeing white bleached with neutral optical brightener chlorine resistant

washing up to 95° C tumble dry

tolerance sizes and weights +/- 5%, colors +/- 10% shrinkage: approx. 5 – 9% in width, approx. 8 – 12% in length

Standard assortment – colors and sizes
Model
Size

Hand
50 x 100 cm

Bath
70 x 140 cm

Sauna
70 x 180 cm

Packaging unit (PU) 40 20 15

color description chlorine resistant             availability: on stock  (  ) or with minimum order quantity

000 neutral bleached

Custom color from 2.000 from 1.000 from 850

  = Chlorine treatment possible. Please follow the handling instructions of the chemical manufacturer, as the fabric may be damaged otherwise.
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Beauty-Line
Our „Beauty-Line" items are tailored to best 

suit the requirements of therapy and care 
service providers. Consequently, we offer 
options for sports & fitness towels,  sun-
beds, blankets, covers, kilts and ponchos. 
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Confection as golf towelColor D 270 red 

Recommended customizations:

BEAUTY - Towels Microfiber 
320 g/m², soft and color safe – 4 colors on stock

Recommended for cosmetics and hair salons, woven on looms, not pressed

Quality features Properties
design double-sided pile with loops no border, no distortion

yarn 100% high quality polyester best tensile strength

fabric knitted terry loop tension resistant

weight 320/m² before washing

seams sewn on four sides stable for long use

finishing woven edges an all sides low abrasiveness

dyeing dispersion dyes color-repellent, best fastness

washing up to 95° C tumble dry < 180°C, chlorine resistant

tolerance sizes and weights +/- 5%, colors +/- 10% shrinkage: approx. 4 – 7% in width, approx. 5 – 8% in length 

Standard assortment – colors and sizes
Model
Size

Hand
50 x 90 cm

Bath
70 x 130 cm

Guests
30 x 50 cm

Face
30 x 30 cm

Packaging unit (PU) 60 40 180 150

color description chlorine resistant                 availability: on stock  (  ) or with minimum order quantity

D 007 white from 300

D 270 red from 300 from 3.000 from 5.000

D 909 stone gray from 300

D 991 black from 300

Custom color from 1.000 from 500 from 3.000 from 5.000

  = Chlorine treatment possible. Please be sure to observe the specifications of the chemical manufacturer, as the fabric may be damaged otherwise.
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Peshtemal in jacquard woven pattern

Border woven motive

Peshtemal with fringes in own color

Recommended customizations:

BEAUTY – Hamam and Peshtemal towels 
350 g/m² – in 2 colors on stock     

Oriental flair and European fluffiness in Wellness & SPA - customizable

Quality features Properties
design top side smooth, bottom side single ply loops without distortion

yarn 100% cotton, carded ring spun yarn exceptional tear strength

fabric one sided woven single ply terry best loop tensile strength

weight 350 g/m² before washing

seams double chain stitch on the sides stable and elastic

finishing hydrophilic / Airco® instant absorbency / high volume

dyeing white bleached with neutral optical brightener,   

colored reactive- or vat dyeing possible

very good washing properties

washing up to 95° C tumble dry, chlorine resistant colors possible

tolerance sizes and weights +/- 5%, colors +/- 10% shrinkage: approx. 5 – 9% in width, approx. 8 – 12% in length

Standard assortment – colors and sizes
Model
Size

Hamam
90 x 150 cm

Hamam with knotted fringes
90 x 150 cm

Packaging unit (PU) 25 25

color description chlorine resistant                                                 availability: on stock  (  ) or with minimum order quantity

I 000 neutral bleached  
with blue stripes from 300

I 505 sand with   
brown stripes from 300

Custom color from 300 from 300

  = Chlorine treatment possible. Please be sure to observe the specifications of the chemical manufacturer, as the fabric may be damaged otherwise.
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Recommended customizations:

BEAUTY – Fitness and Sports Towels 
Single ply 420 g/m² – professional confections 

Recommended for fitness, gym and beach, fold-over and pocket optional

Quality features Properties
design pile on both sides soft and resilient

yarn Single ply terry, carded ring spun yarn high tearfastness

fabric 100% cotton, with dense ground high loop tensile strength

weight 420 g/m² before washing

seams chain stitch on the sides stable seams

confection 

according to 

wish:

optional:

– overlap, upside

– only in combination with overlap:  

– pocket for keyes and cell phone, with zipper

for fixation on gym device 

 

useful, discreetly placed

dyeing selection from standard reactive colors brilliant expression, durable

washing up to 95°C excellent washing properties

tolerance sizes and weights +/- 5%, colors +/- 10% shrinkage: approx. 5 – 9% in width, approx. 8 – 12% in length

Standard assortment – colors and sizes
Model
Size

Fitness
30 x 130 cm

Gym
50 x 140 cm

Lounger
70 x 180 cm

Beach
100 x 180 cm

Packaging unit (PU) 60 35 20 12

color description chlorine resistant                availability: on stock  (  ) or with minimum order quantity

000 neutral bleached from 1.000 from 500 from 300 from 200

Custom color from 1.000 from 500 from 300 from 200

Cell phone pocket with zipper from 1.000 from 500 from 300 from 200

Overlap 20 cm  
from 1.000

20 cm  
from 500

25 cm  
from 300

25 cm  
from 200

  = Chlorine treatment possible. Please be sure to follow the chemical manufacturer's instructions, as the fabric may be damaged otherwise.

Cell phone pocket with zipper

Overlap

Embroidery

Recommended customizations:
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Recommended customizations

BEAUTY – Sunbed Towels & Covers
320 g/m² Twinstar – 14 colors ready to order

Tailor made for sunbeds, therapy benches or custom applications

Quality features Properties
design velvet on front side, single ply on backside shiny front, absorbing back

yarn 100% micro velour outside, 100% cotton inside persistent softness

fabric blend: 40% cotton, 60% polyester excellent loop tensile strength

weight 320 g/m² before washing

seams e.g. overlaid, with backstitch hard-wearing, for hospitality

finishing e.g. with overlap, face cutout or zipper attentively made up

dyeing white with optical brightener in blue, colored in double dyeing in white and bi-color, chlorine resistant

washing up to 95° C tumble dry < 180°C

tolerance sizes and weights +/- 5%, colors +/- 10% shrinkage: approx. 4 – 7% in width, approx. 5 – 8% in length 

Standard assortment – colors and sizes
Model
Size

Couch cover
77 x 200 cm

Massage table cover
155 x 200 cm

Made to measure
on request

Packaging unit (PU) 20 10 –

color description chlorine resistant                       availability: on stock  (  ) or with minimum order quantity

D 007 white from 40 from 40 from 40

D 192 petrol from 40 from 40 from 40

D 234 ruby red from 40 from 40 from 40

D 350 kiwi from 40 from 40 from 40

D 366 lagoon from 40 from 40 from 40

D 482 orange from 40 from 40 from 40

D 503 cream from 40 from 40 from 40

D 540 walnut from 40 from 40 from 40

D 542 walnut/white from 40 from 40 from 40

D 906 elephant grey from 40 from 40 from 40

D 913 elephant grey/white from 40 from 40 from 40

D 915 shale from 40 from 40 from 40

D 929 concrete gray from 40 from 40 from 40

D 993 black from 40 from 40 from 40

Custom color from 300 from 150 from 150

Overlap – approx. 20cm long from 40 from 40 from 40

Face cut-out  – with piping from 40 from 40 from 40

  = Chlorine treatment possible. Please be sure to follow the chemical manufacturer's instructions, as the fabric may be damaged otherwise.

with cutout for face

Sheet with pas-partout Bi-color overlay

Cover with zipper
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Embroidery woven label 

Recommended customizations:

BEAUTY – Cuddly Blankets Well-Soft
300 g/m² and 400 g/m² – 11 colors on stock    

Super fluffy and warming, sizes for babies and adults, high-end options

Quality features Properties
design both sides pile, piping all around noble look

yarn 100% poly-soft very good tear strength

fabric knitted terry excellent loop strength

weight 300 g/m² – Deluxe 400 g/m² before washing

seams cut edges overlocked secures against fraying

finishing pipinmg around the edges stable and elastic

dyeing brilliant dispersion colors excellent color-fastness

washing up to 95° C, recommended 30-40°C tumble dry with low heat

tolerance sizes and weights +/- 5%, colors +/- shrinkage: approx. 4 – 7% in width, approx. 5 – 8% in length

Standard assortment – colors and sizes
Model
Size

Maxi
155 x 200 cm

Medium
130 x 170 cm

Baby
75 x 100 cm

Deluxe
155 x 220 cm

Packaging unit (PU) 8 12 32 6

color description chlorine resistant                      availability: on stock  (  ) or with minimum order quantity

D 007 white from 100 from 150 from 450 from 50

D 158 blue from 150 from 450 from 50

D 185 navy from 150 from 450 from 50

D 239 rose red from 150 from 450 from 50

D 355 light green from 150 from 450 from 50

D 492 orange from 150 from 450 from 50

D 503 cream from 150 from 450 from 50

D 518 mud from 150 from 450 from 50

D 533 earth brown from 150 from 450 from 50

D 905 silver gray from 100 from 150 from 450 from 50

D 920 stone gray from 150 from 450 from 50

Custom color from 100 from 150 from 450 from 50

  = Chlorine treatment possible. Please follow the handling instructions of the chemical manufacturer, as the fabric may be damaged otherwise.
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Embroidery Waffel pattern with woven border

BEAUTY - Single ply Blankets  
400 g/m² pure cotton – in 8 colors on stock     

Large scale to wrap and dry the entire body, ideal XL-beach towel

Quality features Properties
design soft pile on both sides woven like towels

yarn 100% cotton, carded ring spun yarn high tearfastness

fabric Single ply terry, with dense ground high loop tensile strength

weight 400 g/m² before washing

seams double chain stitch on long sides stable and elastic

finishing hydrophilic / Airco® instant absorbency / high volume

dyeing white bleached with optical brightener in blue chlorine resistant in white only

washing up to 95° C tumble dry 

tolerance sizes and weights +/- 5%, colors +/- 10% shrinkage: approx. 5 – 9% in width, approx. 8 – 12% in length

Standard assortment  colors and sizes
Model
Size

Blanket
158 x 220 cm

Packaging unit (PU) 7

color description chlorine resistant availability: on stock  (  ) or with minimum order quantity

R 007 white

R 171 royal from 100

R 185 navy

R 503 cream from 100

R 512 sand

R 402 lemon

R 815 carmine from 100

R 915 shale

Custom color from 100

  = Chlorine treatment possible. Please follow the handling instructions of the chemical manufacturer, as the fabric may be damaged otherwise.
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BEAUTY – Poncho modern SPA & Beach
320 g/m² Twinstar – with kangaroo pocket

Soft and tender, hooded, quick-drying, for Kids, Teens & Adults

Quality features Properties
design large front pocket fashionable and functional

yarn 100% micro velour outside, 100% cotton inside optimal tearfastness

fabric blend: 40% cotton, 60% polyester best tensile strength

weight 320 g/m² before washing

seams overlock and press stitch at cut edges suitable for hospitality

customized 

confection:

small cell phone pocket with zipper, cord for hood useful and juvenile

dyeing white with optical brightener in blue chlorine resistance see article 

washing up to 95° C tumble dry < 180°C

tolerance sizes and weights +/- 5%, colors +/- 10% shrinkage: approx. 4 – 7% in width, approx. 5 – 8% in length

Standard assortment – colors and sizes
Poncho
Size

Kids
128

Teens
152

Adult Medium
M / L

Adult X-Large
XL / XXL

Packaging unit (PU) 15 12 10 8

color description chlorine resistant              availability: on stock  (  ) or with minimum order quantity

I 007 white 40 40 40 40

I 192 petrol 40 40 40 40

I 234 ruby red 40 40 40 40

I 350 kiwi 40 40 40 40

I 366 lagoon 40 40 40 40

I 482 orange 40 40 40 40

I 503 cream 40 40 40 40

I 540 walnut 40 40 40 40

I 542 walnut/white 40 40 40 40

I 906 elephant grey 40 40 40 40

I 913 elephant grey/white 40 40 40 40

I 915 shale 40 40 40 40

I 929 concrete grey 40 40 40 40

I 993 black 40 40 40 40

Custom color 500 400 300 300

Bag with zipper 40 40 40 40

Cord for hood 500 400 300 300

  = Chlorine treatment possible. Please be sure to follow the chemical manufacturer's instructions, as the fabric may be damaged otherwise. in special cutChildren poncho Hood with cord 

Recommended customizations:
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Kimono
Sporty cut, common for lighter bathrobes, with bonus 
points for ease of folding. The bathrobes can be 
folded with little effort and then stacked neatly on 
top of each other to save space. 

Shawl collar
Classic cut in timeless elegance. The generous collar 
can be pulled up around the neck for snuggly warmth. 
Not without reason, this cut has a loyal circle of 
friends and can be recommended for almost all 
fabrics.  

Hood
Trendy cut with lots of flair, especially popular 
 and already common in wellness areas. The 
wide hood attached to the collar covers the head 
wonderfully, is popular with men and women, 
 of every generation.

Children's bathrobes
Cozy easy-care hooded bathrobes of Twin-Star 
 fabric with lasting softness. Available in smart 
 colors, dirt-repellent due to the outer material 
 of microfiber.  

Overview of Bathrobe Cuts

All bathrobe cuts at a glance – with page numbers

List of sizes for adult bathrobes

S M L XL XXL 3XL 4XL 5XL 6XL 7XL 8XL 9XL 10XL

Men 40/42 44/46 48/50 52/54 56/58 60/62 64/66 68/70 72/74 76/78 80/82 84/86 88/90

Women 34/36 38/40 42/44 46/48 48/50 52/54 56/58 58/60 62/64 66/68 70/82 74/76 78/80

List of sizes for children’s bathrobes

Size
Age

104
3–4 years

116
5–6 years

128
6–7 years

140
8–9 years

152
10–11 years

164
12–13 years
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   007 white 
(bleached)

   R 1003 
smoke blue

   R 119 
water blue

   R 120 
caribbean

   R 167 
real blue

   R 171 
royal

   R 185 
navy

   R 188 
dark blue

   R 190 
petrol

   R 193 
cobalt blue

   R 196 
pacific

   R 207 
rosé

   R 212 
pink

   R 213 
corall

   R 240 
tomato red

   R 271 
red

   R 280 
raspberry

   R 313 
jade

   R 327 
lime

  R 328 
apple green

   R 332 
lawn green

   R 333 
hawaii

   R 335 
cactus

   R 350 
kiwi

   R 365 
lagoon

   R 370 
olive

   R 390 
moss green

   R 402 
lemon

Special property: Bright color, high fastness in washing.
Washing properties: Excellent, up to 95° C, but not chlorine 
resistant
Recommended washing temperature: first wash 95°C. Wash at 
60°C or above as then color fixation in the fiber is intensified.
Color expression: Very strong and brilliant.
Dyeing process: During the dyeing process, the cotton fiber 
becomes part of a chemical reaction that cannot be reversed. 

This results in high fastness in washing. In contrast to 
indanthrene dyeing, reactive colors are not chlorine resistant.
Tolerance: Deviation from the reference color tone can  
be +/- 5 %.

  R 410 
sun yellow

   R 448 
dandelion

   R 450 
melon

  R 470 
curry

   R 475 
ocher

   R 490 
brick

   R 491 
orange

   R 503 
cream

   R 512 
sand

   R 521 
fango

   R 531 
mustang brown

   R 540 
walnut

   R 550 
cedar wood

   R 585 
taupe

   R 8001 
sea fog

   R 8002 
lavender

   R 8003 
blackberry

   R 815 
carmine red

   R 820 
lila

   R 902 
graphite

   R 906 
elefant gray

   R 908 
wild dove

   R 911 
mid gray

   R 915 
shale

   R 991 
black

   R 992 
pirate black

Please note: Print colors above may differ from the true yarn color. For exact 
color identification we will send color cards or color samples.

Customized colors  can be produced in all shades. We will be happy to assist you. 
Please send us color reference e.g. in Pantone, RAL, HKS or in CMYK or a sample 
for your individualized project.

Explanation of symbols:  

 =  Chlorine treatment possible. Please follow the instructions of the chemical 
manufacturer as the fabric may be damaged otherwise.

 =  Stock colors; are included in the catalog (all other colors: Floringo- 
standard color, but not in the catalog and not available on stock). 

Reactive dyes for cotton qualities 
– colorfast & expressive, not chlorine resistant
Standard colors in reactive dyeing
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Vat dyes for cotton qualities 
– chlorine resistant in washing
standard colors in indanthrene dyeing

   I 110 
bleu

   I 117 
royal

   I 170 
bleu

   I 231 
terracotta

   I 301 
mint

   I 328 
apple green

   I 330 
turquoise

   I 340 
jasmine

   I 364 
lagoon

   I 402 
lemon

   I 416 
sun yellow

   I 421 
vanilla

   I 460 
corn

   I 465 
orange

   I 505 
sand

   I 508 
champagne

Special property: Ideal for industrial laundering, whereby the 
chlorine resistance is of particular importance. Vat dyes excel 
in all aspects such as chlorine, light, soda boiling, perspiration 
resistance as well as washing and weather fastness.
Washing properties: Superb, up to 95° C. For chlorine treat-
ment please follow the instructions of the chemical manufac-
turer, as the fabric may be damaged otherwise. 
Recommended washing temperature: at least 60°C, for the 
first wash 95°C..
Color expression: Vat dyes consist of water-insoluble dyes and 
are dissolved in a chemical processes before dyeing. After 

dyeing, the dyes are again water-insoluble which is the 
fundamental reason for their excellent suitability for laund-
ries. Vat dyes are known under the trademark 'Indanthren'. 
Overall, this process requires a high level of expertise and 
experience and is more complicated than reactive dying. 
Tolerance: Due to the complex dyeing process, the deviation 
from the reference color shade can be +/- 7 %.

   I 518 
slit

   I 524 
fango

   I 530 
brown

   I 534 
brown

   I 541 
walnut

   I 608 
apricot

   I 620 
orchid

   I 811 
pruple

   I 816 
bordeaux

   I 901 
bright grey

   I 902 
graphite

   I 904 
elefant gray

   I 909  
stone gray

   I 916 
shale

   I 995 
dark gray

Please note: Print colors above may differ from the true yarn color. For exact 
color identification we will send color cards or color samples.

Customized colors: can be produced in all shades. We will be happy to assist you. 
Please send us color reference e.g. in Pantone, RAL, HKS or in CMYK or a sample 
for your individualized project.

Explanation of symbols:  

 =  Chlorine treatment possible. Please follow the instructions of the chemical 
manufacturer as the fabric may be damaged otherwise.

 =  Stock colors; are included in the catalog (all other colors: Floringostandard 
color, but not in the catalog and not available on stock). 
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Dispersion colors for polyester qualities 

 – bright & alkali resistant

Standard colors for Well-Soft-blankets

Twin-Star quality dyeing
– shiny outside & matt inside

Standard colors for Twin-Star qualitites

   D 007 
white

   D 158 
blue

   D 185 
navy

   D 192 
petrol

   D 239 
rose red

   D 355 
bright green

   D 428 
yellow

   D 492 
orange

   D 503 
cream

   D 518 
slit

   D 533 
terra brown

   D 905 
silver

   D 920 
stone gray

   D 929 
concrete gray

   T 007 
white

  T 192 
petrol

   T 234 
ruby red

   T 350 
kiwi

   T 366 
lagoon

  T 482 
orange

  T 503 
cream

  D 540 
walnut

  T 542 T 542 
walnut/whitewalnut/white

   T 906 
elefant gray

  913913  
elefant gray/whiteelefant gray/white

  T 915 
shale

   T 929 
concrete gray

   T 993 
black

   D 007 
white

   D 270 
red

   D 909 
stone gray

   D 991 
black

Special property: Particularly insensitive to color, in some 
degrees also resistant to alkali and acids.
Washing properties: Very good, up to 95° C. Easy care and 
suitable for industrial laundering. Chlorine treatment possible 
to a limited extent.
Recommended washing temperature: At least 60°C, first  
wash 95°C.

Color expression: Brilliant and bright.
Dyeing process: Water-insoluble dyes which are not dissolved 
but finely dispersed in the dyeing pot. After adding a chemical 
dispersant, the fiber is dyed in a stable solution. 
Tolerance: The production-related deviation can be +/-5 %.

Special property: Persistent softness, tearfast and quickly 
drying. Available also in pre-dyed fabrics in bulk in a wide range 
of colors, see table. Ideally suited for creating various items like 
bathrobes, ponchos, kilts, massae and lounge covers.
Washing properties: Best up to 95° C. Chlorine resistance 
depends on dyeing of inside cotton. (See dyeing process below).
Recommended washing temperature: minimum 60°C, first 
wash 95°C.
Color expression: velvet shimmering outside (dispersion); 
white, marbled or matt inside, see specific item.

Dyeing process: Twin-Star qualities always come with a 
dispersion dyeing of the microvelours (polyester) outside. The 
inner cotton is chlorine resistant when white bleached or dyed 
in dispersion. It is also possible to dye cotton yarns separately 
with reactive dyes which consequently result in non-chlorine-
resistance.
Tolerance: The production-related deviation can be +/- 7 %.

Please note: Print colors above may differ from the true yarn color. For exact color 
identification we will send color cards or color samples.

Customized colors: can be produced in all shades. We will be happy to assist you. 
Please send us color reference e.g. in Pantone, RAL, HKS or in CMYK or a sample 
for your individualized project.

Explanation of symbols:  

 =  Chlorine treatment possible. Please follow the instructions of the chemical 
manufacturer as the fabric may be damaged otherwise.

 =  Stock colors; are included in the catalog (all other colors: Floringostandard 
color, but not in the catalog and not available on stock). 

Please note: Print colors above may differ from the true yarn color. For exact 
color identification we will send color cards or color samples.

Customized colors: can be produced in all shades. We will be happy to assist you. 
Please send us color reference e.g. in Pantone, RAL, HKS or in CMYK or a sample 
for your individualized project.

Explanation of symbols:  

 =  Chlorine treatment possible. Please follow the instructions of the chemical 
manufacturer as the fabric may be damaged otherwise.

 =  Stock colors; are included in the catalog (all other colors: Floringostandard 
color, but not in the catalog and not available on stock). 

Standard colors for microfiber towels
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Yarns & Fabrics Finishing, Seams & Cuts
Yarns 
Worsted yarn or combed cotton is produced by an additional 
work step between carding and spinning of yarns. The short 
fibers are removed from the card sliver by toothed rollers, and 
the fibers in the yarn are aligned completely. Fluctuations in 
the thickness of the spinning yarn are also compensated.

Carded ring spun yarns are ring spun yarns that are twisted into 
each other at high speed and are therefore soft and fine, with 
high tear and abrasion resistance at the same time. Before spin-
ning, the fibers are carded, i.e. exposed individually, placed parallel 
to each other and arranged into a pile (card sliver). Floringo 
uses these properties and recommends the use of carded ring 
spun yarns in the entire fabric, i.e. in the pile, bottom layer of 
fabric and weft. This terry fabric is skin-friendly and resilient at the 
same time, so that the service life of this Floringo terry is at least 
30 % longer than that of terry textiles with open-end (OE) yarns. 

Microfiber – especially fine polyester fiber, which is used for 
cosmetic towels and bathrobes of Twin-Star fabric, for example. 
Compared to pure cotton fabrics, softness and fluffiness are 
already achieved with a very low area density. See Polyester for 
more details. 

OE (open-end) yarns or rotor yarns re yarns produced by means 
of a rotor spinning frame. It is generally suitable for stiffer 
fibers with a low tendency to crimping. The yarn feels harder 
than ring spun yarn. Above all, it is much less strong. Suitable 
 as weft material, but not for premium combed fibers – see Ring 
spun yarns.

Polyester – an often underestimated fiber that deserves 
clarification. Polyester fibers are of premium quality and optimize 
the properties of terry fabrics in many ways: Polyester yarns 
in the bottom fabric layer of bath mats and towels helps them 
stay in place better and dry faster. In bathrobes, e.g. made of 
waffle piqué or Twin-Star fabric, they contribute decisively to 
lasting softness and always reduce shrinkage. This is attribut-
able to the following properties: Polyester fibers can be three 
times finer than silk and have a tear length of about 40–55 km. 
With an elongation of 15–25 %, they are both elastic and wrinkle 
resistant. In addition, they are highly resistant to chemicals 
and light, as well as climatic factors. 

Premuim-Soft yarn – wonderfully soft yarn made of combed 
and long staple cotton. The yarn is characterized by its extra 
high volume and exceptional absorbency. As these properties 
are already effective at lower basis weights, Premium-Soft 
yarns are perfect for bathrobe fabrics, both in the institutional 
industry and for high-end incentives.  

Fabric 
Well-Soft cuddly, plush polyester fabric, also known as “wellsoft”. 
 The plush fluffiness of our Well-Soft fibers is produced in a 
series of finishing processes. Although their water absorption is 
low, the fabric is still breathable in terms of sweat. Knit 
Well-Soft fabric is snag-free and perfect for easy-care, warm 
blankets for indoor and outdoor use.

Twin-Star is a fabric specially developed by Floringo, with 
lasting softness and snag resistance. Twin-Star fabric is 
marked by pure microfiber on the outside and pure cotton 
 on the inside. Thanks to the microfiber content, the fabric 
remains soft, even after intensive washing, and dries faster 
than cotton. The combination of a very comfortable fit and 
time and energy efficient washing make Twin-Star ideal for 
the manufacture of bathrobes for institutional use.

Velour is made of single-ply yarn and/or twist, where the 
loops are shorn on the front side by an elaborate process, thus 
lending the material an extra-velvety look and pleasant feel. 
Woven as single-ply terry or twisted terry on the inside of the 
towel to achieve good absorbency.

Single-ply terry is a woven terry in which the loop consists of a 
single-ply yarn. The fluffy, soft feel is achieved by the boiling 
process, a special wet/boiling process. Single-ply terry is charac-
terized by its plush feel and high absorbency.

Terry is not woven, but instead produced on knitting machines. 
The loop is made of pure cotton and is characterized by the fact 
that the threads cannot be pulled (snag-free). A polyester content 
of approx. 6–12 % in the bottom layer of fabric is required for 
the knitting process. Further information is available in  English at: 
https://www.karlmayer.com/en/products/warp-knitting- 
machines/raschel-machines/

Twisted terry refers to the method used to process the loops.
Optik. The terry fabric consists of twisted yarns in the pile, thus 
lending the product a somewhat firmer feel and a unique, slightly 
robust character, also in terms of appearance.

Colors
Vat-dyed colors represent the ultimate in color properties for 
the institutional industry in many respects. On the market, 
these dyes are known under the trademark, Indanthren®. Vat 
dyes have optimum properties in terms of color fastness, light 
fastness, washfastness and perspiration fastness, thus guaran-
teeing maximum durability and quality. Vat dyes are perfect 
for use in commercial laundry. Their resistance to chlorine is 
particularly noteworthy in this respect – see Instructions for 
Care. The difficult dyeing process requires a high level of com-
petence. Due to the nature of the process, the tolerance for 
color deviations is higher for vat-dyed colors than for reactive 
colors. 

Reactive colors create a particularly strong and bright color 
impression. The chemical reaction with the cotton fiber can no 
longer be reversed and ensures very good wash resistance. The 
perfect dye for promotional use or for use in private households. 
Only conditionally suitable for industrial laundry, as reactive 
colors are not chlorine resistant.

Finishing
AIRCO@ is a patented hot air process in which lint is gently 
blown out. A special “puffing up” process ensures that an 
especially plush and luxurious pile is created, even before the 
first wash.

Hydrophilic defines the property of being able to absorb a 
relatively large amount of moisture. The hydrophilic finishing 
process is used for premium fiber materials and leads to high 
absorbency and excellent hygienic properties, even with 
intensive colors.

Turbang® Finishing – similar to AIRCO finishing.

Seams and edges
Double chain seam – refers to the seam on the long sides of 
towels. The edge of the towel is folded in and sewn double 
with a dense chain stitch. This is important for durability, as 
terry towels are particularly heavy when wet and their edges 
hit the washing drum.

Chain stitch – the needle is brought through the back of the 
fabric, then brought through the front of the fabric near the 
first hole, so that a loop is formed, creating a chain of loops 
when repeated. With our automatic sewing machines, we pro-
duce seams that are elastic and sturdy at the same time, e.g. 
on the long sides of towels. In the process, the seams are doubled 
and the chain stitch is made with high density (at least 3.5 
stitches per cm).

Overlock – is a seam where the stitching encloses and secures 
the raw edge. Here, it is important not to pull the thread too 
tightly. Overlock seams are useful for flat fabrics, only condi-
tionally well suited for terry loop fabrics. We therefore avoid 
smooth cut edges as far as possible in order to keep chain-link 
stitching of cut edges down to the necessary minimum.

Piping and bias tape – a strip of folded fabric used to finish or 
decorate fabric edges. For example, blankets and children's 
hooded towels are finished with bias tape all around, but the 
edges are chain-stitched first. Piping is popular for bathrobes 
as a stylistic element on the collar and is useful for sorting in 
the laundry. 

Pressed seam – a particularly important seam e.g. on the long 
sides of bathrobes. The pressed seam is very sturdy and provides 
a skin-friendly feel, making it the standard in our bathrobes for 
institutional use, such as the Twin-Star Standard. Here, the cut 
edge is chain-stitched first, then folded over and finally sewn 
firmly to the fabric so that the seam will not ravel or be bulky. 

Lockstitch – The lockstitch is identical to the backstitch seam, 
which also explains its function better: It is similar to the 
running stitch/saddle stitch, but there is still an intermediate 
step, whereby the stitch goes back again and closes the small 
gaps. This results in a very robust seam, which we use for most 
of the transverse seams of our towels. It is also used in 
embroidery, where it is used for fine contours and outlines.

Cuts
Full-body cut means that the body of the bathrobe consists of a 
single piece of terry cloth and therefore has no long side seams.

Hood – in hooded bathrobes, the hood also forms the collar at 
the same time.

Kimono – for bathrobes, this means that the collar is not folded. 
The advantage of this cut in the institutional industry is that 
the bathrobes are easy to fold. 

Raglan style means that the sleeves and shoulders are cut in 
one piece. The sleeve attaches directly to the collar and more or 
less extends diagonally over the shoulder area. Bathrobes cut 
this way are therefore very easy to put on and fit very comfortab-
ly over the chest and shoulders. The name goes back to the 
English Lord Raglan, who lost an arm in a battle and allegedly 
invented this cut to make it easier to get into his coat. 

Shawl collar – The upper collar and lapel are connected 
seamlessly. Similar to a shawl, the folded fabric runs around 
the neckline and merges at the level of the chest. The shawl 
collar can be finished with piping or Well-Soft trim, for 
example. 
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